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  Titre: Reconstruction d’une scène masquée à partir de multi-image

  Mots clés: reconstruction d'image, suppression de masque, estimation d'arrière-plan.

Résumé: La problématique générale de cette

thèse  est  de  reconstituer  la  scène de fond à

partir d’une séquence d’images en présence de

masques  d’avant-plan.  Nous  nous  sommes

intéressés aux méthodes pour détecter ce qui

constitue le  fond ainsi que les solutions pour

corriger les parties cachées et les distorsions

géométrique et chromatique introduites lors de

la photographie.

Une série de processus est proposée, dont la

mise en œuvre comporte dans l'ordre l’aligne-

ment géométrique, le réglage chromatique, la

fusion des images et la correction des défauts.

Nous  nous  plaçons  dans  l’hypothèse  où  le

fond est porté sur une surface plane. L'aligne-

ment géométrique est alors réalisé par calcul

de l'homographie entre une image quelconque

et  l’image qui  sert  de référence,  suivi  d’une

interpolation bilinéaire.

Le  réglage  chromatique  vise  à  retrouver  un

même contraste  dans  les  différentes  images.

Nous proposons de modéliser la mise en cor-

respondance  chromatique  entre  images  par

une  approximation  linéaire  dont  les  para-

mètres sont déterminés par les résultats de la

mise en correspondance des points de contrôle

(SIFT).

Ces deux étapes sont suivies par une étape de

fusion. Plusieurs techniques sont comparées.

La  première  proposition  est  d’étendre  la

définition de la médiane dans l’espace vec-

toriel. Elle est robuste lorsqu’il y a plus de

la moitié des images qui voient les pixels

d’arrière-plan. En outre, nous concevons un

algorithme  original  basé  sur  la  notion  de

clique. Il permet de détecter le plus grand

nuage de pixels dans l'espace RGB. Cette

approche est fiable même lorsque les pixels

d’arrière-plan sont minoritaires.

Lors de la mise en œuvre de ce protocole,

on constate que certains résultats de fusion

présentent  des  défauts  de  type  flou dus  à

l’existence  d’erreurs  d’alignement  géomé-

trique. Nous proposons donc un traitement

complémentaire. Il est  basé sur une compa-

raison  entre  le  résultat  de  fusion  et  les

images  alignées  après  passage  d'un  filtre

gaussien.  Sa sortie  est  un assemblage des

morceaux très détaillés d'image alignés qui

ressemblent le plus au résultat de fusion as-

sociés.

La performance de nos méthodes est  éva-

luée par un ensemble de données contenant

de  nombreuses  images  de  qualités  diffé-

rentes. Les expériences confirment la fiabi-

lisé  et  la  robustesse  de  notre  conception

dans diverses conditions de photographie.
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  Title: Background reconstruction from multiple images

  Keywords: image reconstruction, mask removal, background estimation.

Abstract: The general topic of this thesis is

to reconstruct the background scene from a

burst of images in presence of masks. We

focus on the background detection methods

as  well  as  on  solutions  to  geometric  and

chromatic distortions introduced during ph-

otography.  

A series of process is proposed, which con-

sists of geometric alignment, chromatic ad-

justment,  image  fusion  and  defect  correc-

tion.

We consider the case where the background

scene is a flat surface. The geometric align-

ment  between  a  reference  image  and  any

other  images  in  the sequence,  depends on

the computation of a homography followed

by a bilinear interpolation.

The chromatic adjustment aims to attach a

similar contrast to the scene in different im-

ages.  We propose to  model  the  chromatic

mapping  between  images  with  linear  ap-

proximations whose parameters are decided

by matched pixels of  SIFT .

These two steps are followed by a discus-

sion on image fusion. Several methods have

been compared.

The first proposition is a generation of typical

median filter to the vector range. It is robust

when more  than  half  of  the  images  convey

the  background  information.  Besides,  we

design  an  original  algorithm  based  on  the

notion of clique. It serves to distinguish the

biggest cloud of pixels in RGB space.  This

approach  is  highly  reliable  even  when  the

background pixels are the minority.

During  the  implementation,  we  notice  that

some fusion results bear blur-like defects due

to  the  existence  of  geometric  alignment

errors.  We  provide  therefore  a  combination

method  as  a  complementary  step  to  ameli-

orate the fusion results. It is based on a com-

parison between the fusion image and other

aligned  images  after  applying  a  Gaussian

filter. The output is a mosaic of patches with

clear details issued from the aligned images

which  are  the  most  similar  to  their  related

fusion patches.

The performance of our methods is evaluated

by a data set containing extensive images of

different  qualities.  Experiments  confirm the

reliability and robustness of our design under

a variety of photography conditions.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Computational photography is a very active research field, and one of its branches,

occlusion removal, has a vast scope of prospects in terms of image editing and

video surveillance, motion detection and image understanding. However, due to

the impacts of critical conditions such as illumination changes and motionless

foreground, the actual approaches are either less robust or highly conditional.

We are hence motivated to work on this promising topic.

My thesis is dedicated to find out a reliable occlusion removal method along with

the solution of problems which will occur during the process. A burst of images

taken at different camera positions are used so that every parts of the background

are revealed at least one time. We try to realize an automatic occlusion detection

without assumptions on the mask shape, color or motion.

This chapter is devoted to a general introduction of our work. We present here a

modeling of problem and the difficulties we may meet. Then we give a description

on how we organize the manuscript.

1.1 Challenges

Our purpose is to investigate the possibility to reconstruct the background scene

with a small number of images captured by a camera or continuous frames issued

from a video. This challenge is well illustrated by a popular example of viewing an

animal through a cage. More attractive applications may be found when dealing

with some general cases such as a landscape seen through foliage, a sport event

through attendance foreground, a monument through tourists, etc. The choice

1



2 Chapter 1 Introduction

of method is critical as the separation of occlusion should be proceeded without

awareness of the mask type.

In previous works (see Chapter 2), images or video frames are usually captured by

stand-still devices to avoid the alignment problem. These methods loose their

robustness under situations of moving background, camera jitter, motionless

foreground objects, etc. Besides, the number of images impacts determinately

the scope of application. A single image is not enough to provide information

behind big masks. On the contrary, a large quantity of images required by many

estimation models are difficult to collect at one time by hand-held cameras.

Based on these considerations, we plan to add alignment process in our work

and we focus on the problems with a small set of source images. As the start

of our work, we define a context with the following requirements which will be

partially released later:

1) The background to restore is plane and quasi-Lambertian.

2) Images in the sequence (typically 5) reveal the entire target scene several times

depending on the combined motion of the photographer and the occlusions.

3) The angles of view do not change too much among images.

4) The camera parameters are manually fixed during photography.

5) Images should be captured in a very short time.

The purpose of this thesis is not limited to bringing solution to background

reconstruction. Another objective is to determine a sound methodology that is

able to adapt itself to the specific conditions of image quality in terms of contrast,

colors, relative positioning and movement of objects. Factors that may disturb

a good functioning of the background reconstruction process include but are not

limited to:

• Illumination changes. The change of lighting conditions, caused for

example by the drifting clouds or by a light switch in an indoor scene,

results in color changes in images.

• Automatic adjustments of camera. Many internal adjustments of

cameras such as white balance, auto focus and auto brightness control

may lead to color differences of the same view in different images.

• Optical aberration. The imperfection of lens deviates from the model

of a perfect optical system. Images captured by the lens with defects

become blurred or distorted depending on the type of aberration.

These problems should all be taken into consideration during our design of pro-

cess. Our work is expected to manage a general case where the user takes casually
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a few pictures of a view with occlusion with a hand-held equipment. The process

should output a perfect mask-removed result in a short time.

1.2 Overview

The main portion of this thesis consists of three parts which are organized in a

logical order, i.e. image alignment, background pixel selection and experiments.

Chapters under these parts are as follows:

Part I: Image Alignment

Chapter 3: Geometrical Alignment. Based on the assumption of a planar target

scene, we suppose that images can be mapped onto each other by homography.

We apply a standard alignment algorithm between the selected reference image

and every other images in the sequence. The process consists of three steps

which are: the search of matched pixels using SIFT features, the computation

of homography based on DLT method with RANSAC selected samples, the re-

sampling of images on the reference grid through bilinear interpolation. The

experimental errors are controlled within a satisfying range.

Chapter 4: Photometric Correction. We notice the existence of contrast differ-

ences in images caused by illumination variations and/or the automatic adjust-

ments of camera. Based on a study of the camera processing pipeline, we set

up the color formation model and finally the color transfer relationship between

images. These color transfer functions are approximated by several linear mod-

els whose parameters are estimated with the matched pixels selected using again

RANSAC strategy. Experiments show that a quadratic polynomial is the best

model. It helps to reduce significantly the RMSE between images.

Part II: Fusion Methods

Chapter 5: Median Filter. The robust performance of median filtering makes it

a simple but good choice for pixel-level image fusion. While the classical median

filter is limited in gray-scale, we propose either to filter the scalars degenerated

from RGB values or to extend the median definition to 3D space where the

median vector minimizes the sum of its Euclidean distances to other vectors.

Experiments confirm that the extended median filter performs better than its

channel-wise counterpart since the RGB vectors convey more information than

scalars. The results are fairly satisfying as long as more than a half of the pixels

belong to the background.
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Chapter 6: Meaningful Clique. The strong constraint of median filtering on back-

ground pixel quantity motivates us to design another process for pixel selection.

Notice that the background pixels which share similar RGB values stay close

to each other while the mask pixels scatter in RGB space. We design a clique

based algorithm to figure out the biggest cloud of similar vectors in this space.

The pixels in this cloud are supposed to convey the background information.

This method provides the best performance in terms of quality and reliability

compared with median filtering and RPCA method. It shows a good robustness

in cases where background pixels are the minority.

Chapter 7: Combination method. Blur-like defects occur in the fusion results

when we test the process with images captured by lens of poor or average quality.

They are caused by the geometrical alignment errors introduced by the lens

optical aberrations. Our idea is to replace the mosaic fusion results by the clear

patches of an aligned sequence. The source pixels are estimated according to

their Euclidean distance to the pixels in the fusion results. To eliminate the

effects of blur, the resolution of images is degraded through a Gaussian filter

before comparison. This approach is an efficient alternative to median or clique

filtering in case of serious distortions.

Part III: Experiments

Chapter 8: Experimental performances. We test the performance of our methods

through an extensive experimental study with images of different qualities. Our

data set includes synthetic sequences and real sequences captured by prime or

zoom lenses with manually controlled parameters or by embodied lenses of a

smart phone with automatic adjustment of lighting conditions. Also, we estimate

the effects of an image processing software (DxO Optics Pro11 ) on mask removal

results. Experiments confirm the reliability and the robustness of our design.

A part of work in this thesis leads to the publication:

A fast algorithm for occlusion detection and removal. Xiaoyi Yang, Yann

Gousseau, Henri Maitre, Yohann Tendero. International Conference on Image

Processing (ICIP), 2018.

A webpage displaying the experimental results can be found at this address:

https://combinaison-images.telecom-paristech.fr



Chapter 2

Related Work

A variety of works has been done on mask removal. All processes go through

the stages of mask/foreground detection and background restoration which are

achieved either by independent algorithms or by a synthetic method. In any

cases, the detection technology, as a link between the real data and the mathe-

matical model, plays a decisive role in the choice of approaches.

Hence, we classify the previous works according to their mask/foreground de-

tection methods, i.e. manual selection, photographic technology and automatic

evaluation. We will end up with a search of tools for background detection,

which is the our domain of interests.

2.1 Manual selection of masks

These approaches require the user to select manually the areas of occlusion in the

images [CPT03] or in the frames of videos [PSB05] where the pixel information

will be discarded. When background information is missing, the reconstruction

of missing parts is usually achieved by inpainting methods in which the sources

are found within a single frame or the whole video.

The searching process in many recent inpainting approaches relies on patch

similarity that takes into account both structural and textural consistency of

the nearby region. The missing background is completed either gradually from

the border to the center [CPT04, WR06, YWW+14, WLP+14], or is generated

globally by iteratively minimizing an energy function [Kom06, KT07, KT07,

NAF+13, LAGM17].

5
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However, the performance of these methods is limited when the gaps to be com-

pleted are large and of varying textures. Many problems such as unconnected

edges, smoothing and blurring artifacts may occur in the results [GLM14, Tha15].

2.2 Special photographic technology

This section involves the methods relying on special experimental technologies.

They distinguish occlusions based on their distances to the camera, which can

be measured by varying the focal length or by stereo estimation. However, all

these designs are based on stringent experimental conditions.

2.2.1 Multi-focus

The multi-focus methods address a case where the occluders are: 1) thin (such as

fence and branches); 2) distant to the background; 3) out-of focus in the target

image. The irradiance at a pixel in an image is supposed to be a weighted sum

of the blurred occluder radiance and the background radiance [AFM98, HK07].

In this case, [YMK10, YTKA12, YKA13] propose to reverse the projection of

blurring masks by eliminating occluders. It involves an image focusing on the

background and two images focusing on the occluders with/without flashlight

captured by a finite aperture lens. The flashlight, introducing the radiance dif-

ference on the occluders, helps to extract their information. This information is

then used to remove masks in the background-clear image. This method is later

tested by [MLS10] with real camera images. The model and its parameters are

discussed in [FS03]. Still, camera calibration and parameter decision are always

difficult to carry out.

2.2.2 Light field equipments

Different from conventional cameras, the light field equipments provide both

intensity and direction information of the incident ray. They allow to proceed

the 3D reconstruction as well as occlusion removal by analyzing the depth of

objects in sight. Two kinds of cameras are usually mentioned:

Stereo cameras This is the general name of cameras with two (binocular)

or multiple lenses in front of their independent image sensors. The camera

deduces several images with parallax at one time. The early occlusion researches
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focus mostly on binocular stereo [GLY92, GLY95, EW02, BW11] while the lack

of information causes many problems such as holes in the depth map, failure

estimation on large occlusions, etc [SBBB86, KKPD04]. Therefore, more and

more works are found in the domain of multiple lenses stereo, ranging from

several lens to a camera array [LH96, WJV+05, VWJL04].

Plenoptic cameras Represented by Lytro [Ng17] and Raytrix [PW12], plenop-

tic cameras can be regarded as an application of camera array. They are made

by placing an array of micro-lenses between the conventional lens and the sensor

of the camera. The light field estimation is similar to that of camera arrays in

[LH96], while the results are single light-field images after processing.

For all camera types, the idea lies in creating a depth map and selecting the ele-

ments of deep depths for image fusion. For every two identical parallel calibrated

cameras, the depth of world points equal to d = fT
δx , where f is the focal length, T

is the baseline between cameras and δx is the coordinate difference (disparity) be-

tween the related pixels on images [Aya91, Zha13]. Given a pixel in one image, its

related pixel in another image can be computed with d, then the search of depth

is converted to a search of matched pixels (mostly replaced by patches). This pro-

cess, proceeded along the epipolar line or in a global range, aims to find the patch

that minimizes an energy function established in Markov random field [HS07],

which can be generally represented as: E(d, I) = Ematch(d, I) + Econstraint(d).

The terms Ematch and Econstraint are matching and constraint costs that esti-

mate respectively the intensity and depth differences in the neighborhood. The

depth map is set up with (d, I)=argmind,I E.

The improvement of energy function has become an important research field

among the works of mask removal. Apart from the traditional SSA, SAD func-

tions, the constraints are also designed based on monotonicity of pixel order

[GLY95], the uniqueness of disparity maps [ZK00], the entropy [VLS+06], the

visibility of occlusion [SLKS05], the color similarity and spatial distance [YK06,

JM15]. Further more, there are many ameliorating methods such as adding a

k-means cluster to discard some mask pixels in multi-view stereo [DJ10, XSZ17],

optimizing the results by graph-cut segmentation [KZ01, VETC07, XWSZ14].

Even so, the results of stereo estimation are often inaccurate, The matching

process is often affected by factors such as reflection, foreshortening, optical

distortion, low texture and repetitive/ambiguous patterns.
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2.3 Automatic evaluation

Here we focus on the mask removal approaches with no requirements on human

intervention or special equipments. These methods set up hypotheses on oc-

clusion or background based on their characteristics. We divide them into the

methods detecting masks and the methods modeling background.

2.3.1 Mask detection

Compared with background, occlusions are more often chosen as the object to be

detected since they can be easily described by some properties. The most com-

mon strategies make use of continuity of intensity variation or special hypotheses

on certain type of masks.

Continuous change of frames These methods rely on the gradual variation

of pixel intensity over time. Therefore, the input images are required to be a

series of continuous frames or several images following a consistent varying trend.

Optical flow Optical flow aims at computing a motion information at each pixel

in an image. It is based on the brightness constancy hypothesis which assume

that the intensity of brightness flows does not change from one frame to another

(see e.g.[HS81, LK+81, BSL+11]). If the brightness at (x, y) and at time t is

denoted by I(x, y, t), then we have: dI
dt = ∂I

∂x
∂x
∂t +

∂I
∂y

∂y
∂t+

∂I
∂t = ∂I

∂xu+
∂I
∂yv+

∂I
∂t = 0,

with u = ∂x
∂t , v = ∂y

∂t the velocity elements in the direction x and y. With an

additional smoothness constraint, the velocity field can be further computed (see

e.g.[BWS05]). The optical flow helps to extract occlusion from background since

they are usually at different distances to the moving camera. However, an exact

discrimination of their velocity is always difficult. The easiest way to achieve it is

to set up a threshold on velocity values [MLY14]. Besides, [GTCS+01] attempts

to find out the stable regions all along the time. [YBF04, YHCB05] propose

a Bayesian framework and estimate the likelihood of velocity values being the

motion layers. [DJB14] provides constraints on the camera coordinate system to

refine the motion analysis.

Kalman filtering The Kalman filter is an optimal estimator for a linear system

affected by Gaussian white noises during process and measurement. At time ti, it

estimates the current state X̂(ti) from the previous state X̂(ti−1) and the current

measurement X̃(ti) by computing: X̂(ti) = AX̂(ti−1)+K(ti)[X̃(ti)−CAX̂(ti−1)],

where A and C are respectively the transition of system and measurement, K(ti)

is the Kalman gain updated by minimizing the mean-square of residual error
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[AM79, VAS82, BH+92]. For mask detection, X̂(ti) and X̃(ti) are assigned to the

predicted and actual intensities of the current frame. If their difference surpasses

threshold, a change is supposed to be detected and the foreground/background

mark reverses [KWM94]. This design is not robust to the illumination changes

of background. To fix this problem, [RMK95] applies an adaptive threshold

based on the current background variance; [Z+03] proceeds filtering after princi-

ple component analysis; [GZX01] generates the temporal filter to spatial range;

[MMSZ05] adds the estimation of an illumination map.

Hypothesis on occlusion Some methods are designed according to the prop-

erties of some special occlusions. Two common hypotheses are the approx-regular

patterns and the randomly repeating particles in image.

Regularity Fence is always discussed as the typical regular occlusion in many

works. Its detection is usually based on the search of periodic patterns and

specific orientation. The early approaches [HLEL06, PCL08] propose to select

the most repetitive patches, along with their directions. Then, the growth of

lattice progresses along the directions according to a likelihood estimation of

patches. The obtained area, including fence and its neighboring background,

will go through a segmentation of pixels by k-means clustering [LBHL08] or by

support vector machine [PBCL10] to extract the exact region of the fence. In

later works, the repetitive stick-like structure is extracted directly by a linear

clustering in [YWLH15] or by Bayes classifier in [FMG16]. The background

reconstruction is finally achieved by an inpainting method.

Repeatability Although rain and snow are distributed randomly in the spatial

domain, their repeating forms yield a high frequency contents in their spectrum

in Fourier domain [LZ03]. Methods in different works simulate in fact certain

kinds of low-pass filters that reserve detail components among high frequency

elements. The most straightforward expression is found in [ZLG+13] where an

edge-preserving filter is used to smooth the image. Further estimations in [CH13,

SO13] demonstrate that the rain patches in high frequency domain are expressed

as low-rank matrix due to the repetition of similar appearance which can be

removed by matrix decomposition. Similarly, [KLF12, SFW14] apply dictionary

learning strategy to separate sparse components from low-rank elements. A

more detailed description of rain assumes it to be similar to a Gaussian kernel

elongated along motion, then [BKN07, BNK10] remove the rain by a subtraction

of its corresponding filter in the Fourier domain.
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2.3.2 Background detection

Directly detecting the background is the most straightforward track for mask

removal. However, this path is difficult due to the diversity and complexity of

backgrounds. The current works always need a large quantity of continuous

frames for the estimation. The process is rather time-consuming while the result

is often not accurate.

Motivated to work on this direction, we focus particularly on the approaches

dealing with a small number of input images. Difficult as it is, this task can still

be accomplished by analyzing the static-state of background based on its highly

frequent appearance in a burst of aligned images. In order to achieve this target,

the following tools can be used:

Principal component analysis (PCA) Φ= {I1, . . . , IN} denotes a set of

RGB vectors issued from the same pixel position of N aligned frames. The

effects of foreground values, which are random and sparse, can be eliminated

by modeling the primary distribution of all pixel values [MBV12]. The low-

rank principal vectors, containing the discriminative information of background,

are computed by decomposing original vectors along the principal component

direction e0 which retains the largest variance:

e0 = argmax
e

1

N

N
∑

i=1

[ Iie− Ī ]2, Ī=
1

N

N
∑

j=1

Ije.

The value of e0 can be obtained by SVD of data matrix [Jol11]. For the sake

of on-line application, [Row98] proposes to compute e0 using EM strategy until

convergence (xi is the mean-removed value of Ii):

ẽ←
N
∑

i=1

(xT
i et−1)xi and et ←

ẽ

∥ẽ∥ .

However, the classical principal component analysis is often corrupted by the

extreme outliers in data set. [CLMW11] starts the topic of robust principal

component analysis which is based on the low-rank and sparse decomposition.

They prove that if M is a 3×N matrix whose columns are made of RGB vectors

of Φ, it may be decomposed as:

M = L0 + S0,

where L0 is a low-rank matrix conveying the background intensities of each frame

and S0 is a sparse matrix of the foreground scene (noise). The decomposition is
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solved by estimating the principal component pursuit (PCP):

minimize ∥L∥∗ + λ∥S∥1,
subject to L+ S = M,

where λ = 1/
√

max (3, N) , ∥L∥∗ :=
∑

i σi(L) is the sum of singular values of

L and ∥S∥1 =
∑

ij ∥Sij∥ denotes the l1-norm of S. A popular solution of PCP

problem recovers L0 and S0 depending on the augmented Lagrange multiplier

(ALM) [YY09, CGL+09, LCM10]:

(L0, S0) = argmin
L,S
∥L∥∗ + λ∥S∥1 + tr(Y (M−L−S)) + µ

2
∥M − L− S∥2,

The Lagrange multiplier matrix YK+1 = Yk + µ(M − Lk − Sk) is updated itera-

tively, and µ is a chosen parameter.

Many attempts have been made on RPCA [GBZ12, GCW14, JBJ15, CWS+16,

JJMB16], but most of them suffer from while the expensive computation. Re-

cently in [HFB14], Grassmann average is introduced as a subspace model to

replace ordinary PCA. We consider that this method, benefiting from both com-

putational efficiency and robustness, is an efficient alternative to the work we

will develop later for background detection.

[HFB14] proves that when the vectors in Φ are sampled from a Gaussian distri-

bution, their Grassmann average coincides with their first principal component.

We continue using xi to represent mean-removed value of Ii, the Grassmann

average q is computed by iterating:

ωi ← sgn(xT
i qt−1)∥xi∥,

µ(ω1:N ,x1:N )← (

N
∑

i=1

ωi)
−1

N
∑

i=1

ωi
xi

∥xi∥
(2.1)

qt ←
µ(ω1:N ,x1:N )

∥µ(ω1:N ,x1:N )∥ . (2.2)

To calculate the average robustly, [Hub11] removes p% of largest and small-

est values in data set and estimates a trimmed result. The computation of

weighted average in Equation (2.1) no longer covers every vectors but selected

ones, µ(ω1:N ,x1:N ) in Equation (2.1) and Equation (2.2) should be rewritten as

µtrim(ω1:N ,x1:N ). In all, a trimmed Grassmann average is used to estimate the

components in each xi.
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Median filtering Median filtering serves to find out the number that separate

the greater and lesser halves of a set. Given a sorted scalar data set S, its median

is defined as (see Chapter 5):

med(S) :=







S(#S+1)/2 #S ∈ 2N+ 1

1
2

(

S#S/2 + S#S/2+1

)

#S ∈ 2N.

The use of median for mask removal is based on two assumptions: 1) The image

sequence has been aligned; 2) At each position, the number of background pixels

exceeds half of the total number of pixels. A pixel-wise application on an image

sequence ensures that filtering results belong to the background.

Temporal median filter has been widely used to create a single mosaic from

several images. In early applications, median results are directly used as back-

ground for movement detection [MS95, TOF02], or as a layer for image recon-

struction [WFZ02]. Later, filtering is often associated with other methods (pre-

segmentation in [FdWE03] or post-inpainting in [KR07]) to get better results.

However, no obvious improvement has been done in terms of median filtering

conception, applications have always been limited within scalar range. The re-

cent works are found either in medical imaging [JOd+15], or in an independent

implementation per channel [MP14, LPBVD15]. It is however very practical to

adapt the gray-scale filtering into vector space (see Chapter 5).
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Image Alignment
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Chapter 3

Geometrical Alignment

To make use of elements from different images, the first problem is to compensate

projective distortions. It is a common phenomenon that occurs when a scene of

3D space is mapped onto a 2D plane. Under such distortion, objects loose their

original shape such that opposite sides of a rectangular intersect and circles

become ellipses.

In our application, we want to pre-process the sequence so that the background

scenes in different images superpose perfectly on each others. We proceed to a

geometrical alignment as the first step of our process where an image is chosen

as the reference and every other images are mapped on its coordinates. As

explained earlier, the scene to restore is assumed to be planar. It is reasonable

to express the mapping between two coordinate spaces as a homography. In

order to achieve it, we rely on a classical pipeline where the local descriptors are

selected and then the homography is decided by a RANSAC procedure.

This chapter consists of three sections. First, we give a review on SIFT features

estimation, which is the standard process to extract matched pixels. Then, we

focus on the homography and the method to map original image on a reference

image grid. Finally, we give some results in our experiments.

3.1 Extraction of matched pixels

This step prepares samples (i.e.matched pixels) for further calculation of homog-

raphy. It consists of two major steps: 1) selection of pixels and their features

which are robust to geometric distortions. 2) matching process carried out by

15
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estimating feature-similarity. We apply SIFT algorithm to achieve the first step

as is presented in Section 3.1.1. We introduce the second step in Section 3.1.2

3.1.1 Chosen pixels and their invariant features by SIFT

Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) is a widely used image matching al-

gorithm introduced by D.Lowe in 1999 [Low99]. It shows a strong robustness

to scene deformation of images under slight changes of viewpoint which is ex-

actly the case of our assumption. Although numerous detectors such as SURF

[BTVG06] and ASIFT [MHB+10] have been proposed ever since, experiences

show that SIFT is fast and accurate enough in our case. So we apply SIFT in

our process to establish the geometric relationship between images. Here is a

general description of this algorithm.

Keypoints in an image

Not all the pixels of image are suitable for feature matching. The shape of

object may bear various deformations such as translation, rotation and scaling.

Keypoints are chosen so as to be discriminative and as robust as possible to

changes such as translations, rotations or blur.

If we define the original digital image I on a grid {x | (x, y) ∈ {1, . . . ,M} × {1, . . . , N}},
a sequence of images of different blur levels are created by discrete convolutions

of the input image with a series of variable-scale Gaussian kernels Gσ(x, σ):

Lσ(x) = (I ∗Gσ)(x).

These convolutions simulate the optical blur of camera. A Gaussian kernel of

blur level σ is expressed as:

Gσ(x) =
1

2πσ2
exp(−∥x∥

2

2σ2
)

Previous work [MS04] shows that local extrema of scale-normalized Laplacian of

Gaussian σ2∇2Gσ provide the most stable features despite of scale and position

changes. However, such a differential operation is rather expensive in terms of

computation. In practice, it is replaced by a lower cost approximation, i.e. the

difference of Gaussian (DoG), followed by a precise localization of quadratic

estimation. Here, DoG is the difference of two filtered images at nearby scales

separated by a multiple factor k [Low04]:

Dσ (x) = Lkσ(x)− Lσ(x). (3.1)
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The local maxima of DoG give a rough estimation of keypoints. Equation (3.1)

is rewritten in form of second order Taylor expansion:

Dσ (x+ εx) = Dσ (x) + gT εx +
1

2
εTxHεx. (3.2)

g = [ (Dσ x+1,y −Dσ x−1,y)/2 , (Dσ x,y+1 −Dσ x,y−1)/2 ]
T is the gradient vector

of DoG, and H is the 4× 4 Hessian matrix of DoG:

H =

[

h11 h12

h21 h22

]

,

h11 = Dσ x+1,y +Dσ x−1,y − 2Dσ x,y , h22 = Dσ x,y+1 +Dσ x,y−1 − 2Dσ x,y,

h12 = h21 = (Dσ x+1,y+1 +Dσ x−1,y−1 −Dσ x+1,y−1 −Dσ x−1,y+1).

The exact position of maxima is corrected by an offset that sets derivative of

Function (3.2) to zero. A more accurate candidate keypoint x̆ becomes:

x̆ = x+ εx = x−H−1g.

After the process above, pixels belonging to complex local structures should

be included in the set {x̆}. But some of them are characterized with certain

unstable features that would be seriously affected by perturbations. So it still

requires a further selection to filter candidate keypoints. Two cases are taken

into account by SIFT: 1) points of low contrast to its surrounding which risk

being enormously affected by noise; 2) points lying on edges which are hardly

localized in space.

The first case is eliminated by setting up a threshold td forDoG value. Keypoints

with their DoG value below this threshold are rejected. The second kind of

points are picked out by analyzing their Hessian matrix of DoG. In the second

case, edges always have large principal curvatures which can be estimated by

ratio between the largest and smallest eigenvalues of Hessian matrix. So another

threshold th is set up as the upper limit of this ratio. The keypoints finally

remained are those that meet both conditions:











x̆ ∈ R
2

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

Dσ (x̆) > td

Tr(H)2

∥H∥ (x̆) < th











.

Until now, the keypoint-search process is complete. It is designed based on the

mathematical properties of local structure. However, it is not enough to describe
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the invariant features of image, because distortion conditions have not been fully

taken into account.

For the sake of scale invariance and speed, the original image is sub-sampled

at several rates to simulate all possible zoom-outs of the image. The keypoint-

search process is carried out once for each image. So, on the whole, a family

of images at different sampling rates δ and different blur levels σ are created.

This family is called the digital Gaussian scale-space. To classify these images,

those that share a same sampling rate belong to a subfamily called octave. In

each octave, images are of the same size, but of different blur level. To simplify

the representation of each image layer, σ is defined as a variable across octaves

the value of which depends on δ. So, an image layer of Gaussian scale-space is

represented as Lσ (x).

Besides, to ensure rotation invariance, each keypoint is attached to a reference

orientation. It is estimated according to the gradient orientation distribution

over a keypoint neighborhood Πgrad. Given a keypoint on image layer Lσ , all

pixels in range {x | (x, y) ∈ Πgrad} get their gradient magnitude Mgrad as well as

their orientation θgrad following:

Mgrad(x) =
√

(Lσ x+1,y + Lσ x,y+1 − Lσ x−1,y − Lσ x,y−1)2,

θgrad(x) = atan2( (Lσ x,y+1 − Lσ x,y−1), (Lσ x+1,y − Lσ x−1,y) ) mod 2π.
(3.3)

These orientations are used to form a histogram whose maximum peak corre-

sponds to the reference orientation of keypoint. To estimate θgrad in a discrete

way, the angle range [0, 2π] is divided into nkeybin bins of which the kth bin is

centered at 2kπ/nkeybin. Each θgrad contributes to the histogram its gradient

magnitude Mgrad weighted on a Gaussian window. So, the reference orientation

of a keypoint θkey is its dominant direction of local gradients.

Finally, a keypoint comes out to be a triplet (xkey, σkey, θkey) consisting of its

position, scale and reference orientation. It gives the center position of area to

calculate invariant features.

Descriptors of keypoints

Descriptors record the distribution of gradient orientations in the neighborhood

of keypoint. The basic idea is to form histograms in the same way as what

we did to estimate the reference orientation of keypoints. However, since a

descriptor takes into account gradient condition of not only the keypoint but

also its surrounding samples, the process in this section is far more than a simple

copy of previous one.
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The first change lies in the definition of the keypoint neighbor area Π̂key. To

ensure invariance of features, it is aligned by keypoint reference orientation.

Following this adjustment, the coordinate axes are rotated to the direction of

reference orientation and centered at keypoint position. If we suppose a keypoint

to be k = (xkey, σkey, θkey) with xkey = (xkey , ykey), a pixel x = (x, y) of input

image is transferred to its new coordinate x̂ = (x̂, ŷ) on image layer σkey by:

x̂ =
1

σkey
[ (x− xkey) cos θkey + (y − ykey) sin θkey ],

ŷ =
1

σkey
[−(x− xkey) sin θkey + (y − ykey) cos θkey ].

All pixels x̂ in range of Π̂key are assigned to a gradient magnitude and an orien-

tation. Their value are obtained according to Function (3.3) despite of change

of coordinates.

More over, the neighborhood patch Π̂key is no longer taken as a whole to form

histogram. Instead, we choose an array of nwin × nwin points within Π̂key and

estimate histograms of the patches δΠ̂key ∈ Π̂key centered by them. The center

point (x̂i, ŷj) for (i, j) ∈ {1, . . . , nwin}2 is calculated by:

x̂i =
2λdes

nwin
(i− 1 + nwin

2
) , ŷj =

2λdes

nwin
(j − 1 + nwin

2
),

where λdes is a Gaussian weight parameter [Ote15].

Finally, to accumulate contributions of gradient magnitude in δΠ̂key, the angle

range is divided into ndesbin bins. The accumulated results form a vector dini(k)

of length nwin × nwin × ndesbin, which is the prototype of descriptor. It still

needs to be normalized in order to reduce the impact of non-linear illumination

changes. The final result d(k) is obtained by:

d(k) =
dini(k)

∥dini(k)∥
.

In original SIFT method, nwin and ndesbin are respectively set to 4 and 8. So

the descriptor d(k) is by default a vector of 128 components.

3.1.2 Matching pixels between images

In this section, suppose that we have already detected a set of keypoints Kori

of image to be aligned (and Kref of referential image respectively) and their

descriptors. Matching process aims to establish correspondence between images
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by searching keypoint pairs. It is composed by a general search for similar pixels

and a rejection of false pairs.

At first, each keypoint in image to be aligned is assumed to have a matched

keypoint in referential image. Similarity between two keypoints is estimated

according to the Euclidean distance of their descriptors. The candidate keypoint

is defined as the point that minimizes the descriptor distance:

∀ k̂ ∈ Kori, k := argmin
kr∈Kref

∥d(k̂)− d(kr)∥. (3.4)

However, this definition is not reliable as some keypoint pairs do not share the

same content. The selection of reliable matches counts on a further analysis

of distance value between keypoint descriptors. If two keypoints share a same

scene, their descriptor distance should be rather small. These keypoints can

be distinguished among all possible pairs by a threshold. In order to avoid

dependency on absolute distance, a relative threshold tmatch is designed as a ratio

between the minimum distance and the second minimum distance. Therefore,

apart from the keypoint defined in Function (3.4), it requires to define a second

nearest keypoint as:

k′ := argmin
kr∈Kref\{k̂}

∥d(k̂)− d(kr)∥.

As indicated in [Low99], a keypoint pair (k̂,k) will be kept if it satisfies the

inequality:
∥d(k̂)− d(k)∥
∥d(k̂)− d(k′)∥

≤ tmatch.

3.2 Homography

This section concerns the way to set up a coordinate mapping from images to

be aligned (defined on grid Ωori = {1, . . . ,Mori} × {1, . . . , Nori}) to referential

image (defined on grid Ωref = {1, . . . ,Mref} × {1, . . . , Nref}).

Images can be mapped onto each other by a homography if they are captured

by a camera (a pinhole model) under either of the conditions [HZ03]: 1) The

captured scene is a plane. 2) These images are acquired with the same camera

center. Since our assumption of planar scenes conforms to the first case, we

assume that the mapping between any image pair of the observed sequence can

be represented as a homography.
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We will explain the chosen model (i.e. homography) according to some basic

knowledge of projective transformation in Section 3.2.1. Section 3.2.2 focuses

on RANSAC algorithm which allows us to calculate homography with the most

correct samples. In the end, we apply homography and bi-linear interpolation

to align images in Section 3.2.3.

Remark that the keypoint pairs obtained in previous section will be used here as

candidate samples. In the following text, we are particularly interested in pixel

coordinates among three elements of each keypoint (see Section 3.1.1), which can

be expressed as: (x̂,x) with x̂ ∈ Ωori and x ∈ Ωref .

3.2.1 A short review of projective geometry

The explanation should start with an extension of space. In order to represent

the real world, Euclidean space is no longer convenient to be used as a geometry

frame. The drawback lies in its lack of definition at infinity, which makes it

impossible to explain why parallel lines such as railway tracks may intersect at

horizon in image.

Therefore, a more general expression – projective space is introduced to com-

puter vision problems. It is an extension of Euclidean space with an additional

definition of infinity. Under projective assumption, there is no distinction be-

tween parallelism and intersection as parallel elements (lines in 2D space for

example) meet at infinity. As a result, we are able to map every points of real

world to pixels in image without worrying about non-defined cases.

Based on this space, we try to find out geometrical properties of pinhole camera

model. It belongs in the category of central projection where the camera center

corresponds to center of projection in Definition 3.1.

Definition 3.1. Central projection is a mapping that associates a set of points

with another set of points by projection lines passing through a common point,

namely the center of projection.

Since our problem context defines the scene to restore as a plane, we restrict

therefore our condition as a specific case of central projection between 2D planes.

This kind of projections preserves col-linearity when mapping points from one

plane to another. The mapping can be expressed as a projective transformation

according to Definition 3.2.
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Definition 3.2. A mapping h : P
2 → P

2 is a homography (or a projective

transformation) if and only if the mapping results of three collinear points remain

collinear. [HZ03].

Here, P2 represents a 2D projective space. To represent a pixel in this space, we

add a non-zero ratio k (usually k = 1) to its Euclidean coordinates x = (x, y)T

and form homogeneous coordinates x = (kx, ky, k)T . The vector rises up to

a triplet while the degree of freedom remains two for a point. Different from

Euclidean coordinates, it is the proportion rather than the absolute value that

makes sense and the degree of freedom is always one smaller than the number of

elements. Back to the property of projective transformation, the expression of

homogeneous coordinates makes it easier to understand dimension of matrix in

Theorem 3.3 [HZ03].

Theorem 3.3. A mapping h : P2 → P
2 is a homography if and only if ∀x ∈ P

2,

h(x) = Hx. H is a non-singular 3× 3 matrix.

In brief, mapping from a planar scene to an image is a homography which can

be mathematically expressed as a non-singular matrix. With help of this con-

clusion, we are able to analyze coordinate relationship between two images in

our problem. Since projection from planar scene to each image is a homography,

mapping between two of these images should be a composition of two homogra-

phies, which is still a homography. An example is illustrated in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Mapping between images of a planar scene. Collinear
points of planar surface remain collinear on image. A point x0 maps respec-
tively to its position on image I and image II by x1 = H1x0 and x2 = H2x0.
Since H1 and H2 are non-singular matrix, it is possible to set up a mapping be-
tween x1 and x2 as: x2 = (H2H

−1

1
)x1, where (H2H

−1

1
) is a non-singular 3× 3

matrices. So mapping between images of a planar scene is again a homography.
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Recalling that our goal is to align photos taken from different camera positions

for a planar scene, we plan to map the coordinates of each image onto that of

an image selected as reference. The projection is carried out by calculating ma-

trix of homography and then reconstructing pixels by interpolation (see Section

3.2.3). Remark that masks do not belong to the planar background and may be

improperly reconstructed by homography in aligned image. But as they will be

removed in final result, we do not emphasize here on their accurate alignment.

Coordinates of matched pixel pairs {(x̂,x)} are used to estimate the matrix H.

For all (x̂,x) belonging to planar background in image, we have theoretically

Hx̂ = x. Under homogeneous coordinates, H is a 3× 3 matrix with 8 degrees of

freedom. It requires four pairs of matched pixels in general position (points in

2D space with 2 degrees of freedom) to calculate the matrix.

3.2.2 Sample selection and model decision

During the calculation, several conditions restrain us to select randomly four

pairs of matched pixels for homography estimation. In the first place, the dis-

tribution of four pairs of selected matched pixels is decisive to the accuracy of

homography estimation. Due to the existence of noise, a sample which covers

a large area will give a more robust result than a sample concentrating on a

small area. The homography of small area risks introducing errors later in the

alignment of sequence. More particularly to our case, some of the pixel pairs be-

longing to the masks do not obey the homography of background. Their presence

will lead to a wrong projective transformation.

Thus, we need a robust method to select samples so that the matrix fits best the

data set {(x̂,x)} despite of undesirable effects. We apply here a popular method

named RANSAC (random sample consensus) [FB87]. It is an iterative algorithm

that each time extracts randomly a minimum number of data to calculate model.

It selects inliers by filtering data set members according to an acceptable error

threshold. The model with largest number of inliers is finally selected as best

choice. In our case, the data set indicates {(x̂,x)} and we select every time four

samples to calculate the model H using the DLT method ([HZ03], chapter 3).

The error to estimate is ∥Hx̂− x∥.

Both problems of noise and outliers are resolved by this algorithm. The design of

error threshold εransac defines a tolerance of noise and the selection of candidate

with largest number of inliers ensures the result to be a model applicable in an
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Algorithm 1: Estimation of homography by RANSAC

Data: Matched pixel pairs X0 = {(x̂,x)| x̂ ∈ Ωori,x ∈ Ωref}
Result: Homography H, set of inlier matched pixels Xin

Initialize Xin = ∅, H = 04×4, Ninlier = 0;
for i = 1 to 10000 do

Select randomly four pixel pairs among X0 to calculate Hiter;
foreach (x̂,x) ∈ X0 do

if ∥Hiterx̂− x∥ ≤ εg then
Xiter ← (x̂,x);

end

end
if card(Xiter) > Ninlier then

Update Ninlier = card(Xiter), H = Hiter, Xin = Xiter;
end

end
return H and Xin

area as big as possible. Since we assume that background takes up most area of

image, the output H belongs certainly to the planar background.

Remark that a set of inlier pixel coordinatesXin is also derived from Algorithm 1.

They are pixel positions of scene shared by both aligned image and referential

image and will be used for photometric correction in Chapter 4.

3.2.3 Reconstruction and interpolation

Having obtained the homography H between two images, we create in the end

an aligned image defined on pixel grid Ωref of referential image. The RGB values

of pixels in aligned result is obtained by searching related pixel values in image

to be aligned.

Figure 3.2: Problem of inverse mapping. the purple grid in original
image and the blue grid in aligned image represent respectively Ωori and Ωref

with definition of RGB vectors. The blue grid in the original image is the
inverse mapping result of Ωref . Its elements rarely superpose on Ωori. As an
example, the point xal ∈ Ωref is mapped to x̂al under H

−1 with no definition
of RGB vector in original image
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We define here the RGB vector of image to be aligned as Iori(xori) ∈ {0, . . . , 255}3,
xori ∈ Ωori (resp. Ial(xal) ∈ {0, . . . , 255}3, xal ∈ Ωref for its aligned result).

In order to get pixel values of xal ∈ Ωref , we need to know its related position

in image to be aligned. Since H is a non-singular matrix, we set up an inverse

mapping and find out: x̂al = H−1xal in image to be aligned. However, x̂al is

very likely to be a position out of Ωori and there is no such a definition of RGB

vector as: Iori(x̂al), x̂al ̸∈ Ωori. A graphical description is shown in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.3: Inverse map-
ping point and its surround-
ing. x̂al is inverse mapping re-
sult within scope of Ωori. It is
surrounded by four pixels defined
on grid associated with RGB vec-
tors xori1, xori2, xori3 and xori4.

This problem is solved by interpolating the RGB vector at x̂al according to

its surrounding RGB values on the grid. In our application, we use a bi-linear

interpolation to estimate the value of each vector Iori(x̂al). For the no-edge areas,

we assume that an inverse mapping result x̂al = (x̂al, ŷal), 1 ≤ x̂al ≤ Mori, 1 ≤
ŷal ≤ Nori is within the scope of Ωori. It exists four pixels xori i = (xori i, yori i),

i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} on grid Ωori in the neighborhood of x̂al as is shown in Figure 3.3

that relate to each other according to:

xori1 + 1 = xori2 = xori3 + 1 = xori4 ;

yori1 + 1 = yori2 + 1 = yori3 = yori4 .

Iori(x̂al) is computed by two linear interpolations in both directions x and y with

the value of these pixels. If we interpolate at the first step the value in direction

of x, we get two results at (x̂al, yori1) and (x̂al, yori3) as:

Iori(x̂al, yori1) =
xori2 − x̂al
xori2 − xori1

Iori(xori1) +
x̂al − xori1
xori2 − xori1

Iori(xori2);

Iori(x̂al, yori3) =
xori4 − x̂al
xori4 − xori3

Iori(xori3) +
x̂al − xori3
xori4 − xori3

Iori(xori4).

In a similar way, we get the final result by another interpolation in the direction

y as is presented by Function (3.5) ( [[ ]] means keeping integer part of result).

Iori(x̂al) = Iori(x̂al, ŷal) = [[
yori3 − ŷal
yori3 − yori1

Iori(x̂al, yori1) +
ŷal − yori1
yori3 − yori1

Iori(x̂al, yori3)]].

(3.5)
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The obtained RGB vector is finally defined as RGB vector in aligned result:

Ial(xal) := Iori(H
−1xal) = Iori(x̂al).

3.3 Experiments

Our experiments are carried out by repeating the alignment process between a

reference image and every other images in the sequence. The reference image in

Algorithm 2 refers to the first image in the sequence. In examples we show at

the end of this chapter, the reference images are pre-cut and only their areas of

interest are put into use. This pre-processing is not essential while it ensures the

concentration of matched pixels on the plane, which is an important factor for

the proper operation of RANSAC.

Algorithm 2: Geometrical alignment

Data: A set of n images Φori = {Iori i(Ωi)}, i ∈ {1 . . . n}
Result: A set of geometrical aligned result Φal = {Ial i(Ω1)}, i ∈ {1 . . . n}
Initialize Φal = ∅;
Φal ← Iori 1(Ω1);
foreach Iori i(Ωi) ∈ Φori\Iori 1(Ω1) do

Compute matched pixels {(x̂,x)|x̂ ∈ Ωi,x ∈ Ω1} through SIFT estimation
on Iori i(Ωi) and Iori 1(Ω1);

Calculate homography H mapping Ωori i to Ωori 1 (see algorithm 1);
Re-sample Iori i on Ω1 by bi-linear interpolation of each channel as Ial i(Ω1);
Φal ← Ial i(Ω1);

end
return Φal

Since the algorithm is very classical and has been used in many previous works,

its correctness is no need to be proved. However, there are some details to notice

in actual use.

First, the assumption on homography is easy to break down due to the optical

aberration introduced by the camera lenses. To reduce the potential effects of

the aberration, we take either of the following measures during our experiments:

a) We use a prime lenses of good quality. The aim is to reduce geometrical

aberration which results in the lose of rigidity of objects in images. It appears

either as pincushion or as barrel shape which depends strongly on the zoom of

lens. A poor quality of lenses will aggravate this phenomenon. We use a prime

lens (SIGMA 30mm f1.5 DC HSM) to take most of our photos.
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b) We arrange our target planes in the center of image. The distortion of view

has the tendency to be more and more serious from the center to the side of a

lens. We put therefore our interest objects in the center.

c) We take pictures with a modest change of camera positions. That means the

reference image has less difference of visual angle with other images. In this way,

the projection errors will be small even under the existence of distortion.

The adjustment of parameters is another key point to the success of this pro-

cess. The iteration number of RANSAC should be decided by the matched pixel

numbers and the inlier probability which are difficult to predict. The best combi-

nation of samples may not be included and the model may be inaccurate without

enough iteration. To simplify the problem, we set it at a large number (10000).

It makes the process slow while provides enough sampling in every cases. Be-

sides, the relative threshold between nearest and second nearest neighbors in

SIFT matching is set to 15 and the threshold of residual errors is set at 1 pixel.

These thresholds are rather strict while in actual tests we get usually about 500

pairs of matched pixels for an image of size 1000 × 2000, which are enough for

our estimation.

Based on the discussion above, we tested our program with several image se-

quences and we give here three examples in Figures 3.4, 3.6, 3.8 along with their

results: Figures 3.5, 3.7, 3.9. The first images in original sequences are set as the

reference and a direct cut-off of these images are presented as the first images in

aligned results. Other images are resampled according to their vision and range.

The results turn out to be satisfying. Most of the images superpose perfectly

onto each other with errors below one or two pixels which are acceptable for

the correct operation of further steps. We will see more challenging sequences

(e.g.acquired by smart phone) in Part III.

Of course, these observations are based on the ideal condition supported by the

perfect equipments. We will see errors occur with an increasing trend from the

center to the border of image when using lenses of poor quality or with zoom. A

further discussion will be later found in Chapter 7.
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Figure 3.4: Example 1 -
original sequence. Canon
EOS 80D + SIGMA 30mm
f1.5 DC HSM. Exposure pro-
gram: manual; Exposure time:
1/320s; F number: F6.3; ISO
speed ratings: 100.
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Figure 3.5: Example 1 -
aligned results. The maxi-
mum errors appear on the bor-
ders of images. The images
superpose perfectly onto each
other in the center areas.
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Figure 3.6: Example 2 - original sequence. Canon EOS 80D + SIGMA
30mm f1.5 DC HSM. Exposure program: manual; Exposure time: 1/100s; F
number: F6.3; ISO speed ratings: 160.
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Figure 3.7: Example 2 - aligned results. The aligned results show no
obvious errors in the center. The errors appear generally on the borders of
images. The maximum errors are under 2 pixels.
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Figure 3.8: Example 3 - original sequence.
Canon EOS 80D + SIGMA 30mm f1.5 DC HSM. Ex-
posure program: manual; Exposure time: 1/100s; F
number: F10; ISO speed ratings: 100.
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Figure 3.9: Example 3 - aligned results. The maximum aligned errors
are about 1 pixel. The distribution of maximum errors does not concentrate
on certain areas.





Chapter 4

Photometric Adjustment

Having been registered, every images in sequence convey the similar background

pixels at the same positions. Yet due to the existence of color mismatches, these

images can not be directly put into use for fusion procedure. The photometric

difference between images is a common phenomenon which may be caused by

many factors. The most possible reasons are listed as follows:

a) A variation of white balance adjustment caused by lighting con-

dition changes (e.g.clouds, shadow of moving objects).

b) Changeable reflected lights from non-Lambertian objects under

different observing angles.

c) Effects of spatial chromatic aberration and vignetting on lenses.

d) Automatically changed camera parameters (aperture size, time

of exposure, ISO sensitivity) according to scene.

e) Unknown effects of camera processing (e.g.noise filtering, white

balance, content enhancement) on different scenes.

In reverse, the effects of chromatic differences can be reduced by:

- capturing images in a short delay under stable illuminating conditions;

- avoiding extreme viewing angles;

- applying professional cameras and optical lenses of good quality;

- setting manually as many as possible the parameters (mode M)

- choosing file format with less automatic processing in camera (e.g.RAW)

Even so, it is not possible to eliminate totally the problem and obtain pho-

tometrically identical images. Without any adjustment, fusion results of such

sequences risk being mottled, or even worse, bearing wrongly selected masks.

We attempt thus to design a method to unify object colors in different images.

35
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This chapter is dedicated to our discussion on color adjustment methods. It is

arranged as follows: Section 4.2 introduces the pipeline of color formation process

in camera. Section 4.3 includes our propositions of color alignment method.

Finally, Section 4.4 provides experimental results of photometric correction along

with our analysis on the performance of different approaches.

4.1 Experimental assumptions

In order to set up a stable model of luminance, we try to restrict the unpredictable

effects of lighting conditions. At the stage of method conception, our experiences

are carried out under three assumptions:

1) All surfaces obey Lambert hypothesis without great specular highlights. Lu-

minance value remains the same regardless of observation directions.

2) Each group of images is taken in a short time to prevent changes of lighting

conditions. Impacts of any unexpected factors are negligible.

3) Camera parameters such as aperture size, ISO value and shutter speed are

fixed when taking an image sequence.

These requirements are easy to meet when taking photos of a matte surface

with parameters fixed in a very short time. We suppose from then on that the

luminance issued from the natural space remains approximately the same when

it is received by camera at any positions.

Mathematically, we define the natural space as Πs ⊂ R
3. We denote the lumi-

nance values, issued from xs ∈ Πs, received by camera at two different positions

by L1(xs) and L2(xs). Their relationship may be expressed as:

L1(xs) = L2(xs) + εs(xs). (4.1)

where εs is a small value. The luminance will be further quantified and finally

mapped onto a 2D image grid after a complicated transformation through the

optical and electronic systems in digital camera.

4.2 Color formation process in digital camera

Every manufacturers have their own image processing algorithms, but they tend

to share a rather fixed pipeline for color adjustment. Neglecting some procedures
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for noise and artifacts removal, we present the major steps along with their

output formats in Figure 4.1.

In this section, we shall introduce each step of the pipeline and make clear of its

role in color formation process. Generally speaking, most procedures, other than

an optional sRGB transformation, are approximately linear. Therefore, as later

we shall see, the conversion from scene luminance to digital RGB image can be

approximately modeled by matrix.

Scene

Luminance

Lens

Aperture

Sensors

Raw Demosaicing RGB

White Balance
Color Space

Transform
RGB

Storage

Compression
JPEG

Figure 4.1: Pipeline of camera processing. Gray blocks represent main
steps during camera processing while pink blocks indicate data formats after
corresponding steps. There are also some manufacturers who put white balance
in front of demosaicing, but it makes no big difference later in image color model
because both steps are approximately linear.

4.2.1 From luminance to raw

Information of scene is firstly recorded by raw file. It is the most elementary

image format that contains almost unprocessed data from the camera sensor

([M+17] Chapter 8). To state briefly this step, the scene luminance passes

through a color-filter system then hits on a sensor array. Sensors convert pho-

ton energy into intensity values after a series of analog and digital conversions

such as sampling and quantization. The result is finally recorded by raw files

(usually on 8 to 14 bits), whose data preserves as closely as possible information

of natural scene. Most adjustments are carried out based on this original image

format.

If we denote intensity value (red, green or blue) at position x by U(x) ∈ R, the

response function that projects luminance of 3D scene space to raw data on a 2D

image grid Ω is approximately linear unless the signal is too weak or the sensor

is saturated (see e.g.[Ham13] for CCD sensors):

∀x ∈ Ω, ∃xs ∈ Πs, U(x) = GL(xs) +B + n(xs).
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Here, G is the ISO sensitivity function of camera that represents global gain of

the whole acquisition process. The black level B is a value purposely added in

the result by camera manufacturers in order to keep it positive. The term n is

additive noise with respect to Gaussian distribution [ADGM14].

4.2.2 From raw to RGB

The sensor we mentioned above consists of a color filter array (CFA) on top

of CCD or CMOS elements. Taking Bayer filter as an example, it is the most

commonly used CFA in camera (see Figure 4.2). A periodic pattern of red, green

and blue filters separates light elements according to their wavelength range.

The raw file, which records the color information received by sensors, presents

therefore the image by mosaic of red, green and blue intensities.

Figure 4.2: Example of Bayer filter array. [Wik06] It is the three-color
filter layer covering a sensor array (gray grid). Incoming light is decomposed
into blue, red and green elements. The filter leaves element of its own color
passing through its layer and arriving at sensor array. These sensors record
then intensity of light and output an image called Bayer pattern image in Raw
file. It requires a further demosaicing process to become a full-color image.

The part of work to compute a full-color image from the mosaic of three pri-

mary colors is known as demosaicing. Many algorithms [ZW05, CC06, BCMS09,

Get12] have been proposed to accomplish this conversion, and most of them share

the idea of interpolation. Hence, this process is often approximately regarded as

a linear conversion.

Following Function (4.1), we further assume the approximate equality of RGB

vectors between images after demosaicing. We define respectively two digital

images on grid Ω1 and Ω2. If a point xs ∈ Πs is mapped on these images at

x ∈ Ω1 and x̂ ∈ Ω2, the RGB vectors after demosaicing of these two pixels are

related by (εrgb is a small value):

Imosaic1(x) = Imosaic2(x̂) + εrgb(x̂). (4.2)
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4.2.3 Color adjustments in RGB space

Three color components obtained from the sensor are strongly dependent on

the physical properties of both the CFA and the sensors. Yet in actual use,

the signal is required to be compatible with various devices such as screen and

printer in absence of the camera sensor information. It is thus necessary to

convert the RGB vectors obtained from previous steps into a conventional color

space. Moreover, to get rid of the specific illuminating conditions of scene (as the

human visual system does), it may be appreciated to apply a adjustment named

white balance. Both operations, which will be described in this section, may

introduce photometric differences to the images. Some other occasional effects,

such as non-Lambertian reflexion and coloring lights of moving objects, will not

be discussed here.

White balance

White balance, or more generally color balance, is used to correct color intensi-

ties of image in order to reduce the influence of ambient color. This adjustment

is originally raised based on the fact that camera sensors do not have color

constancy ability as human vision system. Human is able to perceive color of

objects regardless of ambient lights, while as a device without subjective per-

ception, camera records objectively a combined result of all illuminants. The

recorded result is physically correct but subjectively deviates from perceived

colors of objects.

White balance serves as a corrector of this perceived unreality. The basic idea

is to set up a map between a chosen pixel vector in image (neutral color) and a

defined intensity vector. Other colors in image are then calibrated by this map

in order to return back to their wanted appearance. In RGB channel space, this

procedure is interpreted as a rotation of color vector in color space [Pro17]). It

is expressed as a 3×3 diagonal matrix whose parameters are calculated indepen-

dently according to intensity distribution of each channel. We continue repre-

senting original RGB vector at x ∈ Ω as Imosaic(x), and we define Ibalance(x) as

the vector after white balance. The adjustment is, at most of the time, written

as a change of scale on each axis [VK05]:

Ibalance(x) = WImosaic(x), W=







wr 0 0

0 wg 0

0 0 wb






wr, wg, wb ̸=0. (4.3)
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There are many possible choices for diagonal factors. To give some examples,

they would be inverse of neutral color value [WCF05], deviation of intensity av-

erage from gray [Lam05], or inverse of maximal channel value. All these methods

indicate that diagonal factors are decided according to lighting conditions of the

whole image. As a result, white balance matrix of two images are different as

long as their content is not exactly the same. That explains where comes the

color difference of same content in different images.

Color space transformation

For the sake of image interoperability on diverse devices, it is necessary to map

pixel values onto a suitable color space (such as HSI, CIE, YCbCr and CMYK)

according to certain requirements of using condition. In our case, vector trans-

formation on CIE space helps improving visual experience, a further optional

transformation on sRGB space provides a perfect color expression for 8-bit stor-

age and a good compatibility with display systems.

1) CIE-xyz color space which is derived from physical experiments is regarded

as a good estimate of physiologically perceived color space [WS82, Hun05]. Due

to the different spectral sensitivities between camera sensor and human vision

system, data captured by camera sensors is not adapted to describe exactly what

people see. In this case, we interpret the captured color in CIE-xyz color space in

order to simulate human color sensation. This transformation is approximately

described as a linear projection from color balance result Ibalance(x) to Icie(x)

[FBH97]:

Icie(x) = CIbalance(x), C =







2.7688 1.7517 1.1301

1.0000 4.5906 0.0601

0.0000 0.0565 5.5942






. (4.4)

2) sRGB is a type of RGB color space well adapted to physical display devices. It

maps image data from 16-bit to 8-bit on a limited gamut. Such a transformation

will certainly lead to a loss in dynamic range. Even so, it is still a popular

optional step in camera processing based on the consideration of 8-bit format

requirement of most output devices. What is more, the transfer function of

sRGB takes into account a gamma correction, from which the image benefits a

better adaptation to display character of some devices such as CRT systems.
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A transformation from CIE-xyz space to sRGB color space consists of two steps.

The first step is a linear projection carried out by a matrix multiplication. We de-

fine the vector obtained after linear step as Ilinear(x). The linear transformation

step can be described by Function (4.5) as:

Ilinear(x) = S Icie(x), S =







3.2406 −1.5372 −0.4986
−0.9689 1.8758 0.0415

0.0557 −0.2040 1.0570






. (4.5)

The second step is gamma correction in form of power-law equation [SACM12]. It

is now widely used for sake of a better visual quality and storage efficiency (The

original log compression was designed for the sake of compatibility with CRT

displays and tube cameras). sRGB defines its gamma correction as a piecewise

function performing identically at each channel of color vector. To simplify

our expression, we represent uniformly channel element i ∈ {red, green, blue} of
Ilinear(x) as Ilinear i(x). It relates to channel element Ii(x) of output vector I(x).

The function is expressed as:

Ii(x) = fγ(Ilinear(x)) =







12.92 Ilinear i(x), Ilinear i(x) ≤ b

(1 + a) Ilinear i(x)
1/2.4 − a, Ilinear i(x) > b

(4.6)

with b usually set at 0.0031308 and a = 12.92b−b1/2.4

b1/2.4−1
= 0.055.

By the end of this step, the image processing inside camera is almost complete.

There is still a step of compression in pipeline (Figure 4.1). It is proceeded at cost

of losing patch details, which will interfere our analysis on pixels in further steps.

Fortunately, the compression options, along with file types, become selectable in

many cameras. Therefore, we choose in our experiments the image files with less

compression and {I(x)|x ∈ Ω} is regarded approximately as the final output of

camera in our analysis.

4.2.4 A short resume

To sum up, color variation is an associate result of multiple causes. It can be

reduced by fixing parameters such as aperture size, shutter speed and ISO value.

But the effects of internal adjustment in camera can not be totally removed by

manual control.

Some internal algorithms such as white balance are involved in image lighting

conditions of the whole scene captured by image. As we change camera positions
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to get information of areas blocked by masks, the variation of lighting conditions,

as well as distortion of color in images is inevitable.

Fortunately, the major procedures of color adjustment in camera are clear and

rather fixed. They can be expressed as a series of linear transformations followed

by a gamma correction. This knowledge gives us the possibility to set up a color

mapping between two images, and we will discuss our mapping propositions in

the next section.

4.3 Color alignment methods

This section is devoted to the discussion of color alignment propositions and

sampling methods. Since internal parameters of camera may vary with scene,

it is impossible to establish a transfer function shared by all images. Similar

to our geometric alignment method in Chapter 3, our idea is to define a refer-

ential image and adjust each time one image in sequence according to a color

transfer function. If it works well, we will get a new sequence of images sharing

photometric information of referential image.

Our work is organized as follows: Section 4.3.1 summarizes mathematical model

of color formation process in camera and then defines our adjustment problem.

Next, Section 4.3.2 is dedicated to propose possible methods for photometric

correction. At the end, Section 4.3.3 focuses on the choice of samples for transfer

function estimation.

4.3.1 Problem model

Given two digital images after geometric alignment defined on grid Ωtr (image

to be adjusted) and Ωref (referential image), X0= {(x̂,x)|x̂ ∈ Ωtr,x ∈ Ωref} is
a set of pixel pairs sharing the same content of natural scene. Itr(x̂) and Iref (x)

defined on [0, 1]3 refer to normalized output vectors after sRGB transformation.

Our objective is to define a color transfer function:

∀(x̂,x) ∈ X0, g : Itr(x̂) 7→ Iref (x).

We focus first of all on color vector transformation of Section 4.2.3. We represent

all procedures changing a demosaicing RGB vector to its output vector after

sRGB adjustment with a single symbol f . Among all color adjustment steps

in RGB space, the only procedure introducing a nonlinear operation is gamma
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correction fγ . Thus, we set it aside and define the linear part as fl := SCW

(with S defined in Function (4.5), C defined in Function (4.4), W defined in

Function (4.3)). Then f is expressed as a composition of two parts:

f = fγ ◦ fl.

Here, fl is a non-singular matrix. The coefficients of some linear transform

methods (e.g. white balance) vary with the content of images. So fl and f vary

with images (noted as fref.l and fref for reference image, ftr.l and ftr for image

to be adjusted). fγ (see Function (4.6)) has its inverse function expressed as:

fγ
−1(Ii(x)) =







Ii(x)/12.92, Ii(x) ≤ 12.92b

[(Ii(x) + a)/(1 + a)]2.4 Ii(x) > 12.92b
(4.7)

with b = 0.0031308, a = 12.92b−b1/2.4

b1/2.4−1
= 0.055.

Thus, f is an invertible function and the original RGB vectors of Itr(x̂) and

Iref (x) are represented as: ftr
−1(Itr(x̂)) = ftr.l

−1◦fγ−1(Itr(x̂)) and fref
−1(Iref (x)) =

fref.l
−1 ◦fγ−1(Iref (x)). Since two images convey the same content at x and x̂, it

is possible to set up a mapping between original RGB vectors of the two images.

From Function (4.2), we assume that:

fref
−1(Iref (x)) = ftr

−1(Itr(x̂)) + εrgb(x̂)

fref.l
−1 ◦ fγ−1(Iref (x)) = ftr.l

−1 ◦ fγ−1(Itr(x̂)) + εrgb(x̂). (4.8)

In the end, we get the expression of g as:

g(Itr(x̂)) = Iref (x) = fref ◦ (ftr−1(Itr(x̂)) + εrgb(x̂)). (4.9)

This function can not be further simplified as f is nonlinear. Our problem will

be solved if we can describe Function (4.9) or its equivalent form, Function (4.8).

4.3.2 Propositions of method

As we have discussed, the key point to this problem is to decide a mathematical

formula for color transfer model. It is necessary to be noted that the pipeline

in Section 4.2 is rather general without taking into account any unpredictable

factors such as vignetting and aberration. What’s more, there may be still

some algorithms added optionally by camera manufacturers. As a result, if the

associated effects of these factors are important enough, a delicate explication of

theoretical model may introduce errors to the result as well.
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Thus, although we have given parameters for S, C and W in Section 4.2.3, it is

computational costly and unnecessary to calculate f with these parameters. On

the contrary, if we can find a easier way to estimate a model with the help of

samples in images, the result may be more appropriate to the real case.

We have principally two ideas based on different expressions of model. The first

method is derived from Function (4.8). We attempt to set up a linear relationship

by removing nonlinear part of function. Our second design is an estimation of

g. We abandon details of Function (4.9) and approximate g with polynomials.

The degree of polynomial will be limited to 2.

sRGB reduction

Our idea is first to eliminate the gamma correction in sRGB conversion, and

then to apply a linear transformation between two images. It means that we

regard Ĩtr(x̂) = fγ
−1(Itr(x̂)) and Ĩref (x) = fγ

−1(Iref (x)) as our new estimators.

Function (4.8) can be rewritten as:

Ĩref (x) = fref.l ◦ (ftr.l−1(̃Itr(x̂)) + εrgb).

In consideration of unknown factors involved in color formation process of cam-

era, we will not simplify this expression any further. Yet it is convincing enough

that the transfer relation between Ĩtr(x̂) and Ĩref (x) can be described by an

affine gs. The transfer process is composed of five steps:

1) Mapping Itr(x̂) to Ĩtr(x̂) (resp. Iref (x) to Ĩref (x)) by Function (4.7);

2) Estimating gs by selected pixel pairs {(̃Itr(x̂), Ĩref (x))};
3) Removing effect of gamma correction on Itr;

4) Adjusting colors with gs;

5) Applying gamma correction by Function (4.6) to create a new image.

We express gs as a 3× 4 affinity matrix. We extend vectors as triplets: Ĩtr(x̂) =

[Ĩtr 1(x̂), Ĩtr 2(x̂), Ĩtr 3(x̂)]
T and Ĩref (x) = [Ĩref 1(x), Ĩref 2(x), Ĩref 3(x)]

T . An affine

mapping is of the form:







Ĩref 1(x)

Ĩref 2(x)

Ĩref 3(x)






=







a11 a12 a13

a21 a22 a23

a31 a32 a33













Ĩtr 1(x̂)

Ĩtr 2(x̂)

Ĩtr 3(x̂)






+







b1

b2

b3






,

where aij and bi with i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3} are coefficients to estimate. We modify the

form of input vectors Ĩtr(x̂) by adding a constant 1 as its fourth element. Then

its equivalent expression can be written as the multiplication between a vector
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and a matrix:







Ĩref 1(x)

Ĩref 2(x)

Ĩref 3(x)






=







a11 a12 a13 b1

a21 a22 a23 b2

a31 a32 a33 b3



















Ĩtr 1(x̂)

Ĩtr 2(x̂)

Ĩtr 3(x̂)

1













. (4.10)

where gs is represented as:

gs :=







a11 a12 a13 b1

a21 a22 a23 b2

a31 a32 a33 b3






.

Its 12 coefficients will be decided by 4 pairs of vectors (̃Itr(x̂r), Ĩref (xr)), r ∈
{1, 2, 3, 4}. We reorganize the function as:







Ĩref 1(x1) Ĩref 1(x2) Ĩref 1(x3) Ĩref 1(x4)

Ĩref 2(x1) Ĩref 2(x2) Ĩref 2(x3) Ĩref 2(x4)

Ĩref 3(x1) Ĩref 3(x2) Ĩref 3(x3) Ĩref 3(x4)






=gs ·













Ĩtr 1(x̂1) Ĩtr 1(x̂2) Ĩtr 1(x̂3) Ĩtr 1(x̂4)

Ĩtr 2(x̂1) Ĩtr 2(x̂2) Ĩtr 2(x̂3) Ĩtr 2(x̂4)

Ĩtr 3(x̂1) Ĩtr 3(x̂2) Ĩtr 3(x̂3) Ĩtr 3(x̂4)

1 1 1 1













.

(4.11)

The least-square solution of gs is computed and further applied for adjustment.

Polynomial regression

Since Function (4.9) is difficult to calculate, we attempt to approach g by re-

gression analysis. What is more, our experience shows that the correlation of

channels is weak. To simplify this problem, we decide to estimate each channel

independently. Our regression model is a n-degree polynomial of the form:

g(Itr i(x̂)) = Iref i(x) =

n
∑

k=0

αk i Itr i(x̂)
k, i ∈ {1, 2, 3}.

The choice of n is a decisive factor to estimation accuracy. A high degree ap-

proximates a curve by a precise description of samples, but at the same time,

it makes the curve too sensitive to noises. In our tests, we have found once the

false color of tiny area at degree 2. Therefore, we stop trying higher degrees and

we decide to choose polynomial of degree 1 and 2 as two possible models of our
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estimation. The function becomes either linear or quadratic:

gl(Itr i(x̂)) = Iref i(x) = αl0 i + αl1 i Itr i(x̂) or (4.12)

gq(Itr i(x̂)) = Iref i(x) = αq0 i + αq1 i Itr i(x̂) + αq2 i Itr i(x̂)
2. (4.13)

Regression parameters are computed by pixel pairs. Taken Function (4.13) as

example, We rewrite the relationship of a single channel between reference and

its matched pixels in form of vector multiplication as:

Iref i(x) =
[

1 Itr i(x̂) Itr i(x̂)
2
]

· [ αq0 i αq1 i αq2 i ]
T

It requires three pairs of vectors (Itr(x̂r), Iref (xr)), r ∈ {1, 2, 3} to calculate the

coefficients αq0 i , αq1 i , αq2 i . We write them together in an matrix as:







Iref i(x1)

Iref i(x2)

Iref i(x3)






=







1 Itr i(x̂1) Itr i(x̂1)
2

1 Itr i(x̂2) Itr i(x̂2)
2

1 Itr i(x̂3) Itr i(x̂3)
2













αq0 i

αq1 i

αq2 i






. (4.14)

A similar expression, obtained from Function (4.12) with two pairs of vectors, is

presented as:

[

Iref i(x1)

Iref i(x2)

]

=

[

1 Itr i(x̂1)

1 Itr i(x̂2)

][

αl0 i

αl1 i

]

. (4.15)

The coefficients in Function (4.14) and Function (4.15) can be calculated by

least-square estimation.

Remark that we use the same pairs of matched pixels to compute parameters of

different channels in order to avoid errors caused by the estimation on samples

of different deviations. There are in total 6 parameters to decide for linear

approximation (9 for quadratic approximation), the number of vector pairs in

need remains 2 (3 for quadratic approximation).

4.3.3 Sample selection

Our designs require respectively 2, 3 or 4 pairs of matched pixels to decide the

mapping parameters which will be used in all range of image. A random selection

of samples is highly risky and that may lead to the failure of adjustment. For

sample selection, two major sources of mistakes should be taken into account:
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1) Some samples do not convey the same content of scene. That will lead to a

total mistake in the computation of parameters. Images corrected by this kind

of models will bear chromatic distortion in all range of scene.

2) Samples convey the content of masks. Chromatic transformation models of

different objects are probably not the same. A mapping that adjusts successfully

certain occlusion may perform incorrectly in the background region.

Therefore, we apply RANSAC strategy (see Chapter 3) to enhance the robustness

of sample selection. The model with largest number of inliers should describe

the chromatic transformation of background since it is supposed to occupy the

majority of image range. Models computed by incorrect samples (either case 1

or 2) will be rejected during the selection due to its little amount of inliers.

4.4 Experiments

Discussion in previous sections give a general description on our designs while

many details such as the selection of samples, the choice of parameters are still

not decided. This section concentrates on the algorithms and provides evaluation

on the performance of different models. Section 4.4.1 presents the algorithms of

transfer models and the related choices. Section 4.4.2 evaluates quantitatively

and qualitatively the results of chromatic adjustments.

4.4.1 Algorithm details

Our idea is to uniform the contrast of images by proceeding chromatic adjustment

between the reference image and any other images in sequence. sRGB method,

linear and quadratic approximations in Section 4.3.2 are described by Algorithms

3-5. As we come to the stage of experimental tests, parameters in algorithms and

sampling resources should be discussed now. Remark that chromatic adjustment

is proceeded after geometric alignment (see Chapter 3), our design will be based

on aligned images and some results of previous step.

Despite of the computation of coefficients, RANSAC strategy is applied similarly

in these algorithms. It is therefore reasonable to share RANSAC parameters

which are the number of iteration times and threshold of residual differences

between reference and adjusted RGB vectors. We choose 1000 as the number of

iterations times which provides us with enough computed models for selection.

In linear and quadratic adjustments, threshold for residual errors per channel
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Algorithm 3: Chromatic adjustment with sRGB model

Data: Pixel pair positions X0 = {(x̂,x)| x̂ ∈ Ωtr,x ∈ Ωref};
Image to be adjusted Itr(Ωtr); reference image Iref (Ωref ).

Result: Chromatic corrected image Is(Ωtr).
Initialize gs = 03×4, Ninlier = 0;

Map Itr(Ωtr) to Ĩtr(Ωtr) (resp. Iref (Ωref ) to Ĩref (Ωref )) by Function (4.7);
for n = 1 to 1000 do

Select randomly 4 pixel pairs in X0 to calculate giter by solving Function
(4.11);

foreach (x̂,x) ∈ X0 do

Compute adjusted vector Ĩnew(x̂) of Ĩtr(x̂) by Function (4.10);

if ∀i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, |Ĩref i(x)− Ĩnew i(x̂)| ≤ ϵ̃c then
Xiter ← (x̂,x);

end

end
if card(Xiter) > Ninlier then

Update Ninlier = card(Xiter), gs = giter;
end
Clear Xiter;

end

Compute adjusted results Ĩs(Ωtr) of Ĩtr(Ωtr) by Function (4.10);

Map Ĩs(Ωtr) back to Is(Ωtr) with gs by Function (4.6);
return Is(Ωtr).

Algorithm 4: Chromatic adjustment with linear model

Data: Pixel pair positions X0 = {(x̂,x)| x̂ ∈ Ωtr,x ∈ Ωref};
Image to be adjusted Itr(Ωtr); reference image Iref (Ωref ).

Result: Chromatic corrected image Il(Ωtr).
Initialize Ninlier = 0, ∀i ∈ {1, 2, 3} αl0 i = 0, αl1 i = 0;
for n = 1 to 1000 do

Select randomly 2 pixel pairs in X0 to calculate αiter0 i αiter1 i,∀i ∈ {1, 2, 3}
by solving Function (4.15) ;

foreach (x̂,x) ∈ X0 do
Compute adjusted vector Inew(x̂) of Itr(x̂) by Function (4.12);
if ∀i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, |Iref i(x)− Inew i(x̂)| ≤ ϵc then

Xiter ← (x̂,x);
end

end
if card(Xiter) > Ninlier then

Update Ninlier = card(Xiter);
∀i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, αl0 i = αiter0 i, αl1 i = αiter1 i;

end
Clear Xiter;

end

Compute adjusted results Il(Ωtr) of Ĩtr(Ωtr) with αl0 i, αl1 i by Function (4.12);
return Il(Ωtr).
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Algorithm 5: Chromatic adjustment with quadratic model

Data: Pixel pair positions X0 = {(x̂,x)| x̂ ∈ Ωtr,x ∈ Ωref};
Image to be adjusted Itr(Ωtr); reference image Iref (Ωref ).

Result: Chromatic corrected image Iq(Ωtr).
Initialize Ninlier=0, ∀i ∈ {1, 2, 3} αq0 i=0 αq1 i=0 αq2 i=0;
for n = 1 to 1000 do

Select randomly 3 pixel pairs in X0 to calculate αiter0 i αiter1 i αiter2 i,
∀i ∈ {1, 2, 3} by solving Function (4.14) ;

foreach (x̂,x) ∈ X0 do
Compute adjusted vector Inew(x̂) of Itr(x̂) by Function (4.13);
if ∀i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, |Iref i(x)− Inew i(x̂)| ≤ ϵc, then

Xiter ← (x̂,x);
end

end
if card(Xiter) > Ninlier then

Update Ninlier=card(Xiter);
∀i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, αq0 i=αiter0 i, αq1 i=αiter1 i, αq2 i=αiter2 i;

end
Clear Xiter;

end

Compute adjusted results Iq(Ωtr) of Ĩtr(Ωtr) with αq0 i, αq1 i αq2 i by
Function (4.13);
return Iq(Ωtr).

is set at ϵc =0.01 for normalized intensities ranging within [0, 1]. This value is

decided after lots of tests confirming that the threshold can be assigned to a

fixed number and 0.01 is a good choice which always leaves enough inliers for

models. In sRGB approach, the threshold is modified as ϵ̃c = 0.0007 following

the non-linear mapping in Function (4.7).

Apart from parameters in algorithms, the choice of samples has not been de-

cided. Following previous discussion, most of the samples should be pixel pairs

conveying the same view of background. A small amount of badly matched pairs

are tolerable as they will be discarded by RANSAC selection. While the major-

ity of samples should be accurately matched and be able to represent multiple

colors appearing in image. Based on these considerations, we come up with two

ideas which both have their pros and cons:

SIFT results The first idea is to use SIFT results issued from geometric align-

ment step. These matched pixel pairs are reliable while they often present a

limitation on color range. Because SIFT chooses pixels located in the area with

highly variation of contrast despite of their colors. Therefore, colors of matched
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pixels concentrate probably on certain types and the accuracy of transfer func-

tion computed with these pixels remains to be tested.

Pixels on grid We assume that pixels from different images superpose one to

another except in area with masks. It is possible to define a grid (for example

with elements of 5px×5px) and select pixels on grid as our samples. This design

benefits from a well distributed samples on a large color range, but at the same

time, the grid increases the complexity of outlier cases. Thus, this design counts

on an accurate geometric alignment and a careful RANSAC selection.

(a) Reference image (woman) (b) Adjusted result (woman)

(c) Reference image (planet) (d) Adjusted result (planet)

Figure 4.3: Examples of samples on grid They are adjusted by Algo-
rithm 5 with samples on grids. ’Woman’ is well aligned, ’planet’ has 2-pixel
errors.

Experiments confirms that SIFT results are better choices than pixels en grid.

Figure 4.3 helps to explain our abandon of grid. After geometric alignment, series

’woman’ performs well with nearly no error while ’planet’ bears a few pixels of
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mismatch. The result of ’woman ’ is well presented which means the minority

of badly matched pixels caused by masks are correctly eliminated by RANSAC.

However, ’planet’ is wrongly adjusted with chromatic distortion. That means

its transfer model is computed with mismatched pixels and RANSAC selection

has failed in case where lots of pixels on grid are badly matched because of

alignment errors. This kind of failures have never occurred in the approaches

proceeded with SIFT results. In addition, tests show that both the quantity and

the chromatic distribution of SIFT results meet the sampling requirements as is

shown in Figure 4.4. It is thus the robust sample resources for our adjustments.

(a) Matched pixels in reference image (b) Matched pixels in aligned image

Figure 4.4: SIFT sampling Positions marked with red cross present 137
pairs of inliers of the color transfer model chosen by RANSAC among 746 SIFT
samples. They are distributed in varies parts of background scene. Most of
representative colors in background are included ranging from yellow to purple.

4.4.2 Estimation

In order to observe the color differences between images, we arrange the elements

of two images in one mosaic as is shown in Figures 4.5, 4.6, 4.7. Differences are

obvious in the areas that should be of uniform colors in the original view. In

all the examples, linear and quadratic approximation plays always a positive

role to align the contrast in images while sRGB performs randomly and even

provides serious mistakes in Figures 4.5c, 4.6c. More concretely, the performance

of quadratic adjustment is better than that of linear model. It provides always

the most uniform mosaics among all. On the contrary, sRGB adjustment seems

to worsen the contrast difference and the trend of change is out of control.

To further evaluate the performance of three methods, we calculate the root mean

square error (RMSE) of matched RGB vectors before and after adjustments. The
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(a) Original mosaic (b) Linear adjusted mosaic

(c) sRGB adjusted mosaic (d) Quadratic adjusted mosaic

Figure 4.5: Chromatic adjusted results (School). Linear and quadratic
adjustment provide similar mosaic results of uniform colors. sRGB adjustment
seems to have eliminated the differences of white area. But its result presents
extreme mistakes in the region of red colors.

estimation is limited to samples so as to exclude mask pixels. Table 4.1 shows

the results of five sequences computed between the reference image and ith image

(marked as 1−i) with normalized values ranging from 0 to 1. More experimental

facts can be found in Chapter 8.

The results of RMSE confirm our judgment through observation. Quadratic and

linear approximation reduce the contrast differences between images and their

RMSE decrease nearly all the time. These methods usually give similar results

while quadratic model shows its advantage in case where the original differences

are important. What’s more, quadratic approximation performs robustly as it

never results in RMSE larger than its value before adjustment. On the contrary,

sRGB approach is not an appropriate method for color alignment as it always

causes failures, A possible explication is that sRGB model may not include en-

tirely the image processing steps inside the camera we use, some more non linear

transformations apart from Function (4.6) probably exist in its pipeline.
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Over all, we come to a conclusion that both polynomial approximation methods

are effective for chromatic adjustment and quadratic polynomial provide better

performance. In all tests, RMSE values after quadratic adjustment never exceed

15 (i.e. 0.067 in range of 0 to 1). This value provides a criterion for determining

whether two pixels express the same content. It will be used in the later designs.

Original Linear Quadratic sRGB

School

1-2 0.038 0.017 0.015 0.057

1-3 0.044 0.015 0.015 0.432

1-4 0.072 0.021 0.018 0.350

1-5 0.054 0.014 0.013 0.391

Rose

1-2 0.125 0.046 0.037 1.051

1-3 0.144 0.084 0.033 1.652

1-4 0.139 0.085 0.035 3.919

1-5 0.149 0.089 0.036 2.794

Dancer

1-2 0.214 0.056 0.039 2.219

1-3 0.238 0.058 0.042 7.667

1-4 0.231 0.069 0.047 5.477

1-5 0.253 0.067 0.042 4.525

Woman

1-2 0.015 0.013 0.013 0.316

1-3 0.017 0.014 0.014 0.123

1-4 0.034 0.014 0.014 8.593

1-5 0.024 0.014 0.014 2.807

Bakery

1-2 0.021 0.021 0.021 0.421

1-3 0.028 0.021 0.024 1.906

1-4 0.024 0.025 0.024 1.733

1-5 0.034 0.024 0.025 0.488

Table 4.1: RMSE of matched pixels. 1−i means the photometric transfor-
mation is proceeded between the first and the i-th images in sequence. Values
in the table are the RMSE of SIFT matches before/after adjustment. For
normalized images, intensities vary by steps of 1/256 = 0.004. So we assume
that color differences under 0.004 can not be distinguished by eyes and RMSEs
under 0.004×

√
3 = 0.007 are negligible.
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(a) Original mosaic (b) Linear adjusted mosaic

(c) sRGB adjusted mosaic (d) Quadratic adjusted mosaic

Figure 4.6: Chromatic adjusted results (Rose). Linear approximation
correct a part of the contrast differences in two images. It performs well in the
adjustment of purple area as the color of roses becomes uniform. But the yellow
region is not correctly expressed. sRGB gives a total failure of adjustment in
this example with wrong colors everywhere. The result of quadratic adjustment
is acceptable in all range of background with every types of color well aligned.
No obvious contrast difference is found in mosaic.
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(a) Original mosaic (b) Linear adjusted mosaic

(c) sRGB adjusted mosaic (d) Quadratic adjusted mosaic

Figure 4.7: Chromatic adjusted results (Dancer). Original mosaic
shows an obvious contrast difference, the reference is much clear than another
image. Linear approximation ameliorate the mosaic but it is still easy to dis-
tinguish the dark patches from the bright ones. sRGB model gives incorrect
result which becomes green in all range of image. Quadratic approximation
provides the best result with a uniform appearance of image mosaic.
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Chapter 5

Median Filtering

From now on, we suppose that images have been aligned and photometrically

corrected. Here starts a discussion on how to restore the hidden parts. We

consider the case where we do not make any additional assumption on masks.

Inpainting methods are a possible choices which have been widely used to com-

plete lost parts of images by extending geometrical and statistical properties

from the existing region to the missing area [BSCB00, CPT04]. However, it de-

pends on the most likely patches searched outside the occlusion in the image to

fill the gaps. These patches are often quite different from the real missing parts

when the texture of background varies greatly or has nothing in common with

the surrounding area.

Since we have several images at our disposal, it is possible to restore the real

scene behind masks. So we attempt to distinguish the background according

to their appearance frequency. At each pixel position, we get a stack of RGB

vectors each being issued from one image. These vectors can be divided into two

categories that convey respectively the background and the masks. If we take

into account the quantity of the two sorts of pixels, there should be four possible

situations for each stack:

1) All pixels are of background.

2) A majority of pixels are of background and a minority of pixels are of masks;

3) A minority of pixels are of background and a majority of pixels are of masks;

4) All pixels are of masks.

In this chapter, we focus particularly on case 1) and 2). We choose to apply a

filter which is not sensitive to unknown values of masked pixels. A good candidate

would be the median filter which was once applied in [YSL04] for gray-scale light

59
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field completion. It provides a good estimate under two constraints: 1) There

exists certain camera positions where hidden parts can be seen. 2) The areas to

be restored are revealed in more than half of the aligned images.

Compared with previous work, our case is more complicated as the pixels of color

images convey 3-dimensional vectors rather than gray-scale scalars. We need to

choose an adequate definition of median filtering for the this case.

This chapter consists of three parts. Section 5.1 introduces the median filter.

Then, we propose some possible vector filtering methods for color image fusion

in Section 5.2. Section 5.3 estimates the performance of different approaches.

Finally, we will analyze their results and give our conclusions.

5.1 Median and median filter

We start from a short review on median definition and properties. Then, we

present the previous application of median filtering and explain our reason to

choose it as the mask removal method.

5.1.1 Median

The median is a common concept in scalar field. It refers to the middle number

of a sorted data set. Its position-dependency character results in two definitions

depending on the parity (odd/even) of member quantity [Hub11]:

Definition 5.1. Given n ∈ N, ∀1 ≤ i ≤ n, si ∈ R. Let S = {si} be a sorted set

(in descending or ascending order). The median of S is :

med(S) :=











sn+1
2

n ∈ 2N+ 1

1
2

(

sn
2
+ sn

2
+1

)

n ∈ 2N.

Definition shows that a median value is characterized by the order rather than

the value of members in data set. It benefits from a low sensitivity to the extreme

values. The median satisfies the optimality property described by Theorem 5.2.

Theorem 5.2. Median of a set S = {si}, i ∈ {1, . . . , n} minimizes the sum of

absolute difference between a set member and itself:

∀j ∈ {1, . . . , n},
n
∑

i=1

| med(S)− si |≤
n
∑

i=1

| sj − si | .
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A search of median can be achieved by approximating iteratively the value that

minimizes its distance to data set members. However, the data set is required

to have odd number of members. In Definition 5.1, when n is even, median will

be a value out of data set between sn
2
and sn

2
+1.

Proposition 5.3. Given an odd-member data set S={si}, si∈R, i∈{1, . . . , n},
n ∈ 2N. Median of the set is a member that minimizes its distance to other

members:

med(S) = argmin
s∈R

n
∑

i=1

| s− si | .

This limitation can be broken in image fusion problems as the median value

will be selected among the data set members. This is not only for convenience,

but also because we need to avoid new created pixel values (artificial colors) in

fusion results. Therefore, strictly speaking, we search for a member of the data

set which is closest to the median value.

5.1.2 Median filter

When proceeding the median filter in image processing, a mobile window passes

through a data area and leaves the median value in each window. In all, previous

applications of median filter are always limited to gray-scale despite of problem

contexts.

A widely used application is image noise reduction as median filter is able to

eliminate the extreme values in the neighborhood. A window of fixed-pattern

passes over each pixel and replaces its intensity by the median value of neighbor-

hood [SN94]. The image is smoothed with less noise. Median filter is especially

effective in reducing impulse noises.

Another application of median filter is to remove masks in gray-scale image

sequences [YSL04]. The data is a sequence of aligned images with masks in

some areas. A window stretches across different images at each pixel position

under an assumption that the number of background pixels exceeds half of the

number of images in sequence. Therefore, the median of data set will be the

background pixel and the hidden part is restored after filtering.

Our problem is very similar to the second case but we need to replace gray-scale

images (as in [YSL04]) by color images. It is reasonable to make use of the basic

idea of median selection, but actually there is not much reference on the vector

median filtering. We need to find an appropriate median definition in vector

range which performs well for mask removal of color image sequences.
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5.2 Possible choices of vector median

We recall here our model. Given n ∈ N digital images defined on grid Ω after

geometric and photometric alignments (see Chapters 3 and 4). For all pixel

position x ∈ Ω, we wish to define median med(Φ(x)) of its vector data set

Φ(x)={I1(x), . . . , In(x)}, where Ii(x)=(Iir(x), Iig(x), Iib(x))
T , ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.

This section gives several possible definitions of the vector median. After a brief

list of these possibilities, we will analyze their behaviors and select some of them

for further tests in Section 5.3.

5.2.1 Definitions of vector median

We have four propositions of vector median. Definitions 5.4 and 5.5 relates to

a direct search of vector while Definitions 5.6 and 5.7 pick out a vector corre-

sponding to a certain type of scalar median.

Definition 5.4. Marginal median is a vector formed by the median on each

channel [Pur71, MGS11] :

med(Φ(x)) := (med({Iir(x)}),med({Iig(x)}),med({Iib(x)}))T , i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.

Definition 5.5. Geometric median is a vector minimizing the sum of its

Euclidean distances to all other vector of data set [AHN90] :

med(Φ(x)) := argmin
I(x)∈Φ(x)

n
∑

i=1

∥I(x)− Ii(x)∥. (5.1)

Definition 5.6. Degenerated median is a vector corresponding to the median

of intensity value. The conversion function from RGB vector to its intensity value

is defined according to [AMCS96].

si(x) := 0.2126Iir(x) + 0.7152Iig(x) + 0.0722Iib(x). (5.2)

med(Φ(x)) :=Ij(x)∈Φ(x) such that sj(x)=med({si(x), i∈{1, . . . , n}}).

Definition 5.7. Space-curve median is a vector corresponding to the median

of space-filling curve orders (see Figure 5.1). The order is length of curve from

origin to the end of vector [SLP83]. If we represent order mapping as I(x) →
c(I(x)), then space-curve median is defined as:

med(Φ(x)) := I(x) ∈ Φ(x) such that c(I(x)) = med({c(Ii(x))}), i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
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Figure 5.1: Example of 2D space-filling curve construction [Wik07].
Space-filling curve is a continuous curve that passes through every elements in
digital space. Its pattern depends on the function chosen for extension. This
example shows how a space-filling curve (here a Peano curve) is constructed
iteratively. It is possible to set up a bijection between vector and length of
curve it cuts, namely curve order.

5.2.2 Performance prediction

Definitions in Section 5.2.1 are carefully designed and some of them have already

been used in some applications. For sake of some particular demands in our case

(prevention of artificial colors for example), we analyze here their behaviors and

reject some choices before further tests.

Marginal median is the first definition to be abandoned. Indeed, medians of

each channel belong probably to different vectors. In order to avoid generation

of artificial colors, our application requires that the median result should belong

to its original data set, which is not the case for the marginal median.

Geometric median extends median operation to vector space. It is well-

designed as its definition degenerates to the definition of scalar median when

the space dimension reduces to one. Unlike marginal median, geometric median

is unique and belongs to the original data set by definition. Thus, we regard it

as a good candidate of vector median for our further tests.

Degenerated median makes use of intensity value to express content of scene.

Its feasibility is proved by previous mask removal method on gray-scale images

[YSL04]. However, as we convert colored images to gray-scale images for median

selection, pixel expression bears certainly a loss of information during their de-

generation from vectors to scalars. It is still not sure if this process would lead

to an ambiguity of colors, so the robustness of this method is to be estimated in

further tests.

Space-curve median is directly rejected based on two major considerations:

first, it is difficult to decide an appropriate pattern of space-filling lines to express

vectors. Figure 5.2 shows how a bad choice of curve pattern leads to a wrong
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selection of median. What’s more, the estimation of mapping between vector

and curve length introduces great computation. Space-curve median is not a

good solution to our application.

Figure 5.2: Incorrect median caused
by improper choice of space-filling
curve pattern We take 2D Peano curve
as an example. Suppose that I1, I2 and
I3 three vectors in 2D space. According to
their ending points on Peano curve, their
order obeys an inequality c(I1) < c(I2) <
c(I3). Then the median of these orders
should be c(I2) and I2 represents ’middle
state’ of three vectors, which is obviously
incorrect.

Based on the analysis above, geometric median and degenerated median can be

selected as the candidate methods for mask removal. Their performance remains

to be evaluated in our experiments.

5.3 Experiments

Based on the discussion in Section 5.2, we test the performance of geometric

and degenerated median according to Algorithms 6 and 7. The minimal sum of

distance is taken as a criterion to pick out the median pixel for fusion results.

Algorithm 6 calculates the distance based on Definition 5.5. Algorithm 7 com-

putes at first the the gray-scale image related to each colored image according

to Definition 5.2, then estimates the scalar distances following Proposition 5.3.

Many sequences have been put into use for evaluation, we present here three

examples shown by Figures 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5. A more systematic assessment with

quantitative and qualitative estimations of pixel selection methods can be found

in Chapter 8.

Both median methods proceed effectively for mask removal when the assumption

on background pixel quantity is achieved. The general appearance of their results

are very similar to each other as is shown by Figures 5.3a and 5.3b, Figures 5.4a

and 5.4d, Figures 5.5a and 5.5c.

However, the filtering qualities of these approaches are not exactly the same as

we find many differences in the enlarged details. Degenerated median results

present a lot of small areas of remaining masks (see Figures 5.3d, 5.4c and 5.5d).

Geometric median results present better the background scene with less incorrect
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Algorithm 6: Image fusion by geometric median filtering

Data: Aligned image sequence {Ii(Ω)}, i ∈ {1 . . . n}
Result: Median image Imed

foreach x ∈ Ω do
Initialize Smin = +∞;
for i = 1 to n do

Compute S =
n
∑

j=1
∥Ii(x)− Ij(x)∥;

if S < Smin then
Smin = S;
Imed(x) = Ii(x);

end

end

end
return Imed(Ω)

Algorithm 7: Image fusion by degenerated median filtering

Data: Aligned image sequence {Ii(Ω)}, i ∈ {1 . . . n}
Result: Median image Imed

foreach Ii(Ω) in sequence do
Compute si(Ω)=0.2126Iir(Ω) + 0.7152Iig(Ω) + 0.0722Iib(Ω);

end
foreach x ∈ Ω do

Initialize Smin = +∞;
for i = 1 to n do

Compute S =
n
∑

j=1
|si(x)− sj(x)|;

if S < Smin then
Smin = S;
Imed(x) = Ii(x);

end

end

end
return Imed(Ω)

pixel selections. This phenomenon exist more or less in every image sequences

depending on the intensity differences between the occlusion and the background.

Later in Chapter 8, more obvious differences can be found between two median

results in some examples.

The observations are consistent with our prediction that the degenerated com-

putation results in a lose of color information. Mistakes may occur when pixels

of significant color differences are expressed by similar intensity values. In re-

verse, geometric median, benefiting from the full information of RGB vectors,
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can properly express the color relationship of pixels.

Therefore, we confirms that both extensions of vector median help to remove

some of the masks in image sequence while the geometric median performs better.

It is therefore the robust vector median filtering method for image fusion.

Nevertheless, the assumption on background pixel quantity is rather stringent.

Many sequences, as for example the sequence in Figure 5.4, can not meet the

requirement in all the range of image and their fusion results bear much remain-

ing masks. Thus, it is necessary to design another method which is able to deal

with more general cases. That will be discussed in Chapter 6.

(a) Geometric median result (b) Degenerated median result

(c) Zoom of 5.3a (d) Zoom of 5.3b

Figure 5.3: Fusion results (Dance). The general appearance of two me-
dian results are similar to each other. But the enlarged details show that it
exists many small areas of mask in the result of degenerated median filtering.
Geometric median provides better result with accurate details.
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(a) Geometric median result

(b) Zoom of 5.4a

(c) Zoom of 5.4d (d) Degenerated median result

Figure 5.4: Fusion results (Rose). Both median results leave a short bar
on the girl’s clothes of the fusion results. The quality of geometric median is
better than degenerated median since small area of occlusions remains in the
enlarged result of degenerated median image.

(a) Geometric median result (b) Zoom of 5.5a

(c) Degenerated median result (d) Zoom of 5.5c

Figure 5.5: Fusion results (Orient). No obvious mask has been left in this
example. The enlarged figures show that geometric median performs better
the details than degenerated median. Some yellow spots belonging to the mask
remains in degenerated median result
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Meaningful Clique

As shown in Chapter 5, median filter works well under the assumption that more

than 50% of the pixels belong to the background, but this requirement is rather

stringent to reach within all range of images. As for example, we meet often the

case where several pedestrians wander into the view one after another, only to

leave a few revealed pixels of the background. Consequently, the median decision

fails and selects blindly the pixels of mask according to their orders.

Essentially, these failures are due to the difference between problem features

and the assumption of median filtering. Median filtering concerns the rank of

elements in a data set. Yet, for our problem, the pixels of background share

similar intensities while the masks vary randomly. Therefore, the density of

distribution, rather than the order of intensities, is more appropriate to describe

the background pixels.

Hence, this chapter is devoted to a design of pixel selection process based on the

intensity distribution. Inspired by the concepts in graph theory, we gather the

background information with a new-defined data set named meaningful clique.

The algorithm is shown to fit with more general mask removal cases. It provides

a better performance than median filter in terms of quality and reliability.

This chapter is organized as follows: first, Section 6.1 describes the special char-

acteristics of background pixels. Then, Section 6.2 gives a short review of some

concepts in graph theory. Later, Section 6.3 goes into details the definition of

meaningful clique and the procedures of our new algorithm. Finally, Section 6.4

evaluates qualitatively and quantitatively the performances of median filter and

our meaningful clique method.

69
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6.1 Feature of background pixels

After the steps presented in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, pixels at the same position

on image grid convey the view of a fixed point captured at different moments.

On the one hand, the background pixels bear the similar colors as they share

the same content, on the other hand, the mask pixels show big differences due

to the movement of both photographer and obstructions.

Mathematically, these pixels are expressed as discrete points in RGB space. The

chromatic similarity (or difference) is expressed as the close (or long) distance

between points. Therefore, the background pixels, which are similar to each

other, gather as dense clouds. The mask pixels of various colors are more likely

to spread about as the isolated points.

Figure 6.1: Pixel distribution in color
space. We express the pixels as the points
in RGB space. The three red points rep-
resent the background pixels form a dense
cloud. The other points are the pixels of
masks changing all the time. The brown
and green points posit occasionally close.
While they are not as numerous as the back-
ground pixels.

Remark that some mask pixels are also possible to gather as clouds. It happens

when the motion is not enough to span the homogenous area of mask or when

several occlusions appearing at the same position share coincidentally the similar

colors. This phenomenon rarely occurs along with the perspective variation

during photography and the clouds of these pixels are usually smaller than the

cloud of background.

Still, to ensure the precision of our description, we assume that the repetition

of similar masks should be less than that of the background. Different from the

median filter which separates points into two groups regardless of their distances

(see Chapter 5), we are in need of a method more adapted to the pixel distribution

characteristic in RGB space that is able to distinguish the biggest dense cloud

apart from other pixels.
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6.2 Graph and clique

The cloud of points close to each other briefly described in Section 6.1 reminds

us of the definition of clique in graph theory [BM+76]. Therefore, we give first

a short review on several concepts that help us to design our own method, and

we discuss then the modification according to our case.

Two basic notions should be mentioned here. We start from the concept of graph

which is widely applied to define the data structure in many fields. It is often

used to model a binary relationship between the objects.

Definition 6.1. A graph is a pair of sets G(V,E) consisting of a set of vertices

V and a set of edges E. An undirected graph is a graph in which edges have no

orientation. [GR13]

There is a further definition on the subset of vertices whose members have links

to each other, namely clique (first raised by [LP49]).

Definition 6.2. In an undirected graph G(V,E), a subset C ⊆ V of vertices V

is called a clique if there exists edges to connect every two vertices of this subset.

The maximum cliques are the cliques of the biggest cardinality [Gol04].

Figure 6.2: Cliques in an undirected graph. The diagram shows an
example of undirected graph with its vertices V = {V1, V2, V3, V4, V5} and its
edges represented by the black bars. According to definition 6.2, the vertices
with bars connecting every two of them constitute cliques (for example {V3, V4},
{V1, V2, V5} and {V2, V4, V5}). The clique of biggest cardinality, which refers to
{V2, V3, V4, V5} here, is the maximum clique.

The clique represents a set of vertices which are somehow related to each other

among all the vertices in graph. Its definition is similar but not exactly identical

to the description of cloud in Section 6.1. We regard the points in RGB space as

the vertices and the Euclidean distances between points as the edges. According

to Definition 6.2, a point can be classified simultaneously into several cliques as

long as it is connected to every other members of the cliques. It means that a

pixel can be marked at the same time as both background and masks.
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Therefore, we should modify Definition 6.2 so as to eliminate the compatibility

of cliques. Our idea is to cut off the connections between vertices (points) of

different cliques by marking these edges (Euclidean distances) as invalid. The

proposed definition will be presented in Section 6.3.

6.3 Clique based algorithm

We come back now to the core section of this chapter that gives a new algorithm

for background simulation. We name a set of neighboring pixels as the dense

clique.

This section consists of two parts. The first part focuses on the definition of

dense clique and its search process. The second part gives a description of the

meaningful clique as well as a general view of the whole iteration.

In our discussion, we input a stack of images after the geometric and photometric

alignments described in Chapters 3 and 4

Φ(x) = {Ii(x), i ∈ {1, . . . , n}} (6.1)

defined for all x ∈ Ω ⊂ R
2, where Ii(x) ∈ R

3. To estimate the background, for

each pixel x, we need to decide which value Ĩ(x) represents best the background.

6.3.1 Dense clique and search

Following the analysis in Section 6.2, we define dense cliques of cardinality m

which are exclusive to each other by adding the valid/invalid mark on edges:

1) The edges are defined as Euclidean distance of points in R
3;

2) For a set of m vertices C ⊂ V , if the edges linking ∀v ∈ C and every other

vertices in C \{v} are the m−1 shortest edges issued from v, then the edges

between every two vertices of C are valid. Otherwise, all of them are invalid.

By doing so, the edges become distinguishing links. A m-member dense clique

is a m-member subset C ⊆ V of vertices if there exists valid edges to connect

every two vertices of C. The definition is organized as follows:

Definition 6.3. (Dense clique) Let v1, . . . , vn∈R3 and V :={v1, . . . , vn}. A

clique C ⊂V such that card V=m is said dense if ∀ v ∈ C its m−1 nearest

neighbors in V are in C \ {v}.
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This definition ensures that the intersection of dense cliques of the same cardi-

nality is always empty. It can be proved by contradiction: For v ∈ V , we suppose

that it exists two m-member dense cliques C1 ̸= C2 such that v ∈ C1 and v ∈ C2,

then the m−1 nearest neighbors of v in V are also included in C1 and C2. Since

C1 and C2 are of m members, C1 = C2 = {v}
∪{m− 1 nearest neighbors of v}.

In actual use, dense clique is the subsets of Φ(x) and the points indicate pixel

color channel intensity Ii(x). For every x ∈ Ω, the cliques given in Definition 6.3,

applied with Φ(x), can be computed using Algorithm 8.

Algorithm 8: Dense clique computation.

Data: Set Φ(x) (see (6.1)), positive integer m
Result: Dense clique set S(x).
Set S = ∅ and compute the n×m matrix M made with indexes of nearest
neighbors (NN) of Ii(x) s.t. ∀i∈{1,. . ., n}, row(M,i)=(i,1st-NN . . .,m−1th-NN).
for i=1,. . . , n do

Compute the set E1 := {M(i, 1 : m)}
for j=2,. . . , m do

Compute the set E2 := {M(M(i, j), 1 : m)}
if E1 ̸= E2 then

Break
end
if j==m then

S := S ∪ E1

end

end

end
return S

The algorithm is a direct translation of Definition 6.3 by code. Each time, the

search is carried out based on the observed value at x, namely Ii(x) ∈ Φ(x) ∀i∈
{1,. . ., n} and its m− 1 nearest neighbors that form together a candidate clique

E1. For every members I ∈ E1, we compute a set E2 including I and its m − 1

nearest neighbors. The candidate clique E1 will be kept to the end only if it

equals every time to such E2.

6.3.2 Meaningful clique and iteration

As we have argued in Section 6.1, if a group of images display similar values, then

one of these groups is assumed to be the background. Under ideal conditions,

the clique of background should have the biggest cardinality. But in practice,
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the case is more complicated as it involves some pseudo-dense cliques. It requires

thus more constraints to define the clique we need, namely meaningful clique.

Figure 6.3: Pseudo-dense clique. The
diagram shows an example of pseudo-dense
clique. The four blue points is among the
nearest three neighbors of each other al-
though they are not really adjacent. If we
search for clique of three members, we will
get the real dense clique of the red points
and an other clique of three blue points. As
what we have designed, we will pass to the
search of four-member cliques and we get
only a clique of blue points. Without any
constraint on density, this clique will be out-
put by mistake.

We start with the explanation of pseudo-dense clique. As is represented by the

group of blue points in Figure 6.3, it consists of several points that are rather

dispersive. Even so, their distance to each other is relatively smaller than the

distance to other points in the data set. Consequently, they are also selected as

the candidate cliques according to Definition 6.3.

This problem comes from the lack of description on the density of clique. Def-

inition 6.3 explains only the relationship between a isolated subset and other

members in data set. No constraint is added to evaluate the intensity variance

of pixels in the subset.

The unrestricted search of clique is designed due to the difficulty of threshold

choice. A large threshold is useless while a small value may limit the growth of

background clique (Sometimes the subset of repeated masks may have a smaller

variance than the set of background, a badly selected threshold may reject the

background clique but save the mask clique).

Therefore, instead of passing checks on every searches of dense clique, we choose

to add a restriction at the last moment of the process in order to avoid its impact

on the growth of clique. Also, this design is out of consideration that a pseudo-

dense clique will introduce errors only if its size is no less than the real dense

clique. Otherwise, it will be rejected during the growth of clique. We define the

inclusive clique based on which the clique size grows.

Definition 6.4. (Inclusive clique) We say that a clique Cin is inclusive if

∀k ∈ {2, . . . , card Cin−1}, it exists dense clique C̃, card C̃ = k.
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Finally, the clique which is supposed to contain background pixels of similar

RGB values is defined as follows:

Definition 6.5. (Meaningful clique) Let σT > 0 be a given threshold. The

meaningful clique C is a largest inclusive clique Cm with var Cm ≤ σT , or a

second largest inclusive clique of minimal variance.

In practice, we iterate the search of inclusive clique according to Definition 6.4

and we update each time the latest and previous results until only one inclusive

clique is found. This clique will be output if its variance is below the thresh-

old. Otherwise, it is suspicious to be a pseudo clique and the clique of smallest

variance value among the previous results will be returned. The threshold in set

to σT = 15 for the images valued in {0, . . . , 255}3, which is the empirical maxi-

mum RMSE of chromatic aligned results we’ve ever obtained in experiments (see

Chapter 4). This process is described by Algorithm 9.

Algorithm 9: Meaningful clique computation (see Definition 6.5).

Data: Set Φ(x) (see (6.1)), treshold σT .
Result: Meaningful clique C(x).
Set n :=card Φ(x), m :=2, s :=0, Spre :=Scur :=∅
do

Set Spre := Scur, Scur := Algorithm 8 (Φ(x),m), m := m+ 1 and
s := card Scur

while s ≥ 2

Compute σ2 :=

{

+∞ if Scur = ∅
σ2 := var C, for C ∈ Scur

if σ2 ≤ σ2
T then

return C ∈ Scur

else
return argminC∈Spre

var C
end

Theoretically, if the minimum size of background clique is α, the number of

images should be controlled under 3α + 2 (limit case with an α-member back-

ground clique and two (α + 1)-member pseudo-dense cliques) so that there will

be at most one pseudo-dense clique bigger than the background clique . Yet,

in practice the appearance of double pseudo-dense cliques never occurred since

we use at most 7 images which ensures a minimum size of background clique at

2. What’s more, even the single pseudo-dense clique is rather rare during the

search, needless to say the double case.

We consider that the meaningful clique contains pixels of the same view. Since

it is almost the maximum inclusive clique, the highly repeated view is very likely
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to be the background. To strengthen the robustness of result, we estimate Ĩ(x)

given Φ(x) by computing a median point of the meaningful clique C(x) obtained

with Algorithm 9:

Ĩ(x) ∈ argmin
I(x)∈C(x)

∑

Ii(x)∈C(x)

∥Ii(x)− I(x)∥22

6.4 Experiments

We now turn to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm. Both sim-

ulated and real sequences are used to evaluate qualitatively and quantitatively

our approach. Two other algorithms, the median based method and the robust

PCA method [HFB14], are also estimated. In the following, we first give quan-

titative tests on simulated sequences and then exhibit the results on real image

sequences. More experiments can be found in [YGMT18].

6.4.1 Simulated sequences

In our experiments, we benefit from the quantitative estimation on simulated

sequences that eliminate the impact of alignment errors. An image sequence is

generated by choosing an image as the ground-truth, and then superimposing

randomly occlusions on the background. Also, we add white Gaussian noise to

simulate the temporal images noise. In a such sequence, we denote, hereinafter,

I0 the ground-truth and Ĩ the estimated result. Two examples are given by

Figures 6.4 and 6.5.

Our idea is to compute the proportion of pixels conveying the mask content,

namely the error rate. The estimations are carried out on different areas of the

whole scene where every positions share the same number of background pixels

out of all images in sequence. In all, we compute the error rates under a given

number of correct sources.

To do so, the pixels where the background is observed k ∈ {1, . . . , n} times, in a

sequence of n images, are given by the set

T (k) := {x ∈ Ω : φ(x) = k}, (6.2)

where φ(x) := card {i ∈ {1, . . . , n} : ∥Ii(x)− I0(x)∥2 < ε} and ε ≥ 0 is some

noise dependent threshold. For k ∈ {1, . . . , n}, the error rate is defined by:
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R(k) :=
card

{
∥

∥

∥
I0(x)− Ĩ(x)

∥

∥

∥

2
< ε

}

card T (k)
. (6.3)

Tables 6.1-6.2 give the error rates for four simulated sequences of five images

in the noiseless and noisy cases. In these experiments, the clique method based

on Algorithm 9 performs for most of the time better than two other methods.

Especially when the background pixels account for less than 50% of pixels in the

stacks (first and second column in the Tables 6.1-6.2). On the one hand, the

median filtering becomes less reliable and errors is very likely to occur unless the

background pixels happen to rank in the median positions. On the other hand,

the clique method keeps its reliability when the background pixels form a clique

of cardinality 2 or more.

1 2 3 4 5

Seq.1
Clique 91.1 3.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
Median 96.7 57.8 0.0 0.0 0.0
RPCA 97.8 79.8 0.0 0.0 0.0

Seq.2
Clique 26.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Median 77.4 0.0 0.0 0.0
RPCA 98.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

Seq.3
Clique 0.0 2.1 0.0 0.0
Median 0.0 60.7 0.0 0.0
RPCA 100 99.9 98.4 97.9

Seq.4
Clique 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Median 0.0 47.7 0.0 0.0
RPCA 100 100 99.9 99.8

Table 6.1: Error rates for four noiseless simulations with clique, median and
RPCA methods. The table provides the erroneous decision percentages when
the background is observed k times. Each sequence has 5 images. Blue cells
indicate that the error rates there are negligible. The median decision is correct
if k ≥ 3. The clique method performs better.

The robust PCA method shows poor performance although its results look very

similar to the median images through a direct observation (see Figures 6.1 and

6.2). That is because the image contrast has been changed during the estimation

of low-rank component and the distance
∥

∥

∥
I0(x)− Ĩ(x)

∥

∥

∥

2
turns out to be larger.

To explain this phenomenon, we recall here the main idea of robust PCA method.

It supposes that the background information is conveyed by the low-rank com-

ponent of intensity vectors which can be obtained by aligning original vectors

along the direction of principal component [GVL12, CLMW11]. [SBZ16] pro-

vides a method to compute correctly the first principal component despite of
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1 2 3 4 5

Seq.1
Clique 94.7 10.5 8.4e-2 2.9e-3 0.0
Median 97.4 61.8 2.0e-2 0.0 0.0
RPCA 92.7 71.9 5.3e-2 4.5e-3 2.7e-3

Seq.2
Clique 47.6 8.5e-2 5.5e-3 0.0
Median 80.3 1.7e-2 0.0 0.0
RPCA 89.3 0.0 0.0 0.0

Seq.3
Clique 0.0 6.7 1.4e-2 0.0
Median 0.0 63.3 5.9e-3 0.0
RPCA 94.7 53.7 59.3 51.3

Seq.4
Clique 100 1.0 1.2e-2 1.1e-3 0.0
Median 100 52.9 0.0 0.0 0.0
RPCA 0.0 83.6 41.8 23.8 18.4

Table 6.2: Error rates in percentage. Noisy simulations with σ = 5 additive
Gaussian noise. The table is organized as Table 6.1 (ε := 35). The clique
method always performs better or very similarly.

the existence of outliers. The background reconstruction depends on a selection

among the partial intensity after decomposition (the detailed method is pre-

sented in Chapter 2). Hence, the estimation on robust PCA method should be

based on a synthesis of observation and qualitative analysis.

6.4.2 Real sequences

Figures 6.6 and 6.7 show two examples on real image sequences. In the areas

where the background pixels account for more than half of the whole sequence, all

methods are reliable. When this assumption breaks down, median filtering loose

its robustness while robust PCA method seems to perform better sometimes.

The proposed clique based method always works the best even for cases where

there are only two background pixels to constitute minimum cliques.

To conclude, our new method that relies on the computation of meaningful

clique is fast, simple and robust without assumption on the occlusion shapes,

textures, colors or motions. It is demonstrated to be advantageous in terms of

quality and reliability when comparing with a color median and with a much

more sophisticated method, RPCA.
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(a) Images in sequence(1st-5th image) and ground-truth(6th image)

(b) Median result (c) RPCA result (d) Clique result

Figure 6.4: Simulated sequence with σ = 5 additive Gaussian noise.
Median filtering and robust PCA method give the similar results. Meaningful
clique method removes most of the masks.
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(a) Images in sequence(1st-5th image) and ground-truth(6th image)

(b) Median result (c) RPCA result (d) Clique result

Figure 6.5: Noiseless simulated sequence. In this example, the median
filtering and robust PCA method give the similar results. The meaningful
clique method performs the best with the least mask left in its result.
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(a) Images in sequence

(b) Median result (c) RPCA result

(d) Meaningful clique result

Figure 6.6: Real sequence 1. Median
filtering losse its robustness in the areas
where 2 pixels out of 4 belong to fore-
ground. The robust PCA and meaningful
clique method give both the results with
all masks removed. They are more reli-
able when the assumption on background
number breaks down.
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(a) Five images in sequence (b) Median result

(c) RPCA result (d) Meaningful clique result

Figure 6.7: Real sequence 2. The meaningful clique method gives better
result than median filtering and robust PCA method in this example.



Chapter 7

Jitter Blur Correction

During the conception of our process, we were at first dedicated to justifying

the correctness of our model. The experiments were carried out with carefully

selected lenses (SIGMA 30mm f1.5 DC HSM) in order to eliminate the effects

such as distortion and chromatic aberration. As we moved to the next stage,

we need to test the robustness of our method so we released the requirements

on lenses. It turned out that the fusion results were no longer perfect with

blur-pattern defects getting worse from the center to the border.

This phenomenon reminds us that the accuracy of steps presented in previous

chapters may be affected by lenses quality. If so, certain parts of the algorithm

should be modified in order to deal with broader conditions of use.

This chapter focuses particularly on this issue. It opens with a discussion on error

sources followed by the search for possible solutions. In Section 7.1, experiments

show that the errors come mainly from the lenses distortions which lead to

misalignment between images. Section 7.2 reviews several existing tools either to

correct the distortion or to replace the homography resampling method. Analysis

shows that these methods are not appropriate to our case. Therefore, we propose

in Section 7.3 an original method as an additional step of the whole process.

Remark that this method is an optional process aiming at reducing the jitter blur

artifacts. The combination will not help eliminating the mask area in fusion

results if pixels issued from the masks remain in the background after pixel

selection step. So this approach is not an essential step when image sequences

are well aligned.

83
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7.1 Error sources

In this section, we present the defects observed in fusion results. Then, we

analyze the possible sources of error and the steps they may affect. We focus

here particularly on the types of problem caused by aberration. The existence

of each type of error is inspected either by a direct observation or by a further

test and we will come to a conclusion in the end of this section.

Figure 7.1: Fusion result with defects and its partial enlarged details
The upper figure is a fusion result of a sequence of images captured by a zoom
lenses. From left to right, it corresponds to the center till the left border of the
original images. The middle figures show the enlarged detail of areas framed
up in the upper figure. The lower figures gives a comparison issued from one
of the aligned images in the original sequence.
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7.1.1 Problem description

Figure 7.1 gives a good example of the defect pattern in fusion results. It shows

that a pixel, which should be present only one time in the sharp image, may ap-

pear repeatedly in its neighborhood. In serious cases, the patterns look as blurry

areas out of focus. What is more, the appearance of these defects concentrates

mainly on the border of image. As to Figure 7.1, its left part, issuing from the

center of original image, is almost free of defects, while its right part, which is

also the right border of the original image, bears important defects everywhere.

7.1.2 Aberrations

Since the problem is brought about by the change of lenses, we focus on the

defect which is named as optic aberrations. It explains the performance of real

optical system apart from the ideally predicted model. Strictly speaking, every

images bear the associated effects of aberration while the seriousness and the

types of these effects varies from lenses. Basically, the aberration results in either

distortion or blur (chromatically or mono-chromatically). Blur can be directly

observed by an enlargement of image details while the distortion is difficult to

be judged without a comparison with the corrected exemplar.

In case of blur, the accuracy of matched key-points of SIFT is no longer guaran-

teed. One of the possible problems is that the blur may worsen the redundancy

of interest points. It is a character of SIFT that it tends to build local descriptors

in a redundant way. A structure may be represented by several key-points in a

slight change of positions or scales [RDGM10]. This phenomenon exists but is not

serious in normal case. However, a blurry area may introduce many redundant

points while the standard RANSAC algorithm does not have the mechanism to

detect and discard them. As a result, both geometrical and chromatic alignment

will be affected since they make use of the matched key-points to calculate the

homography and the color transfer model.

In case of distortion, the transfer model between two images can not be expressed

as a homography. Because of distortion, each object looses its rigidity in images.

The original shapes will be modified in a way that straight lines become curves

and figures deform increasingly from the center to the borders. No object will

keep its form, not even to say the particular case of planar. If so, errors will

occur in our process during the generation and the application of homography,

which involves the RANSAC algorithm and the interpolation step of geometrical

alignment.
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7.1.3 Our judgment

The factor of blur is first excluded. Our operation ensures the image quality

as we carried out the outdoor experiments under good lighting conditions with

high shutter speed and we used tripod for indoor photography. Through a direct

observation on enlarged details, images in most of the sequences remain sharp

everywhere. Blur occurs occasionally in small areas of very few images. There-

fore, even if the blur problem results in inaccuracy during alignment, it should

not have a general effect on the fusion results of every sequences.

In contrast, distortion is more suspicious as it is particularly associated with

zoom lenses (although it may also be found in prime lenses of high quality).

Further more, the presence of defects in fusion results which is severer on the

border than in the center is also in accordance with the characteristics of distor-

tion. The jitter blur defects may probably be explained as the fusion results of

several misaligned images that present the same content within a certain range

of neighborhood.

To justify our judgment, we derived the geometrically aligned images and counted

their errors of alignment. As predicted, these errors varying from one pixel up

to twenty pixels are rather important. The most significant errors appear in the

sequences where the angle of view between two images changes a lot. That is

consistent with the losing-rigidity prediction as these sequences require dramatic

transformations that introduce more obvious errors than other cases.

Moreover, we tried to correct the distortion with a commercial image processing

software DxO Optics Pro11 which takes into account the tabulated values of

aberration for each pair of lenses and camera. The errors decrease but can not

be totally removed. The fusion results become sharper but not good enough.

(see Figure 7.2)

Here, we come to a conclusion that the major source of defects is the misalign-

ment errors caused by the distortion of zoom lenses. It breaks down the hypothe-

sis on rigid transformation model between images. Therefore, our following work

will be dedicated to defect restoration.

7.2 Existing tools

Two applications are dedicated to alignment errors. Lens distortion correction

may be added as the post-processing to deal with original images, while patch
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(a) Median image of original sequence

(b) Median image of sequence after distortion correction

(c) Enlarged detail of 7.2a (d) Enlarged detail of 7.2b

Figure 7.2: Comparison between the median filtering results of the
images with/without distortion correction. Figure 7.2a, along with its
enlarged detail Figure 7.2c, is the fusion result of the original sequence without
additional process. Figures 7.2b and 7.2d show the median result of the same
sequence while every images are geometrically corrected using the software
DxO Optics Pro11 before being put into use. The maximum error among the
aligned images reduces from 17 pixels to 6 pixels. The details of Figure 7.2d is
clearer than Figure 7.2c but it is still not sharp enough.
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match would be a substitution of geometrical alignment. However, they turn out

to be either less effective or unfavorable to image fusion.

7.2.1 Lens distortion correction

The algorithms for lenses distortion correction have been studied for many years.

The general idea is to map the distorted coordinates onto the corrected grids.

Different models [Dua71, Len87, Fit01, CF05] have been raised ever since to

deal with this problem, while the most popular expressions are those given by

Fitzgibbon [Fit01]:

x = xc +
x̃− xc

1 + k1r2 + k2r4 + . . .
,

y = yc +
ỹ − yc

1 + k1r2 + k2r4 + . . .
.

Here (x̃, ỹ) and (x, y) are respectively the distorted and corrected coordinates,

(xc, yc) is the center of camera distortion model which is often represented by

image center, (k1, k2 . . . ) are the distortion parameters.

The accuracy of parameter estimation has a direct impact on the effects of cor-

rection. Without camera information, most algorithms compute the parameters

by minimizing the distortion error of string-like objects in image [DF01]. The se-

lection of lines, either by manual identification [WQS09, AGS11] or by detection

algorithms [CGPV03, BD13], gives very few results at disposal. Consequently,

these methods tend to define less parameters in their model (2 for example),

their work can not correct the slight distortion in real image.

In contrast, the calibrated systems such as DxO Optics Pro11 make use of the

correction tables adapted to every pairs of camera and lenses. Their model ben-

efits from more parameters and targeted description of photography equipments.

We choose thus this software to reverse the effects of distortion. However, this

measure is not enough to solve totally our problem. Just as is shown in Fig-

ure 7.2, the fusion result ameliorates but bears still some defects.

7.2.2 Patch match

Patch match is a randomized method for searching approximate nearest-neighbor

matches between image patches in a very short time [BSFG09]. When we input

a reference image Iref and an image to be aligned Ialign, the algorithm estimates
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the position of patch in Ialign which is most similar to the patch of Iref . A map

of patch coordinates, namely nearest-neighbor field [BSGF10], helps to edit a

new image using the patches of Ialign to replace the patches of Iref . In other

words, we apply Ialign as the source of patch to recreate Iref . If we replace the

homography transformation by patch match, there will be no alignment errors

between the aligned images.

Even so, this approach is not suitable for our application. In the mask region of

reference image, the aligned images will express either the same mask (if they

have found the similar source patches) or a random pattern. Both cases, losing

the truth of background, will lead to mistakes in fusion result.

7.3 Combination method

Since the existing methods can not satisfy our requirements, we turn to design

our own approach. Remark that the ideal geometrical theory is too delicate

to bear the associated effects of photography, we abandon directly the idea of

improving alignment process. Instead, we try to add an additional step to correct

the fusion results. This section goes through details of our basic idea, the method

pipeline as well as the adjustment of parameters.

7.3.1 General description

Under the condition of perfect alignment, the fusion result can be explained

as the restoration of one of the images in a sequence by removing its masks.

Therefore, we come up with an idea based on the mixture of the fusion result

and a selected image after alignment.

In fact, such two images have their qualities and imperfection which are just

complementary. The selected image presents perfectly most parts of the back-

ground except those blocked by the occlusions. On the contrary, the fusion result

bears defects caused by the alignment errors while it reveals the content behind

the masks. Our attempt takes advantage of both images by covering the content

of fusion result onto the masks of the selected image.

Still, there are two problems to be solved during the conception. First, the

aligned image must be selected rather than be picked randomly due to the ex-

istence of alignment errors. What is more, the comparison between two images

should take into account the defects in fusion result.
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The process consists of three steps. First, we select an image that will be later

combined with the fusion result. Next, a difference map is set up to indicate the

mask areas in the chosen image. In the end, we redefine an associated result of

these two images according to the map. In the following, the selected image and

the fusion result of either median or clique method, mapped on the same grid

Ω, will be denoted with Is(x), If (x) : Ω→ {0, . . . , 255}3.

Before going into details, we declare the limitations of our design even though

they are extreme cases that rarely occur in our experiments:

a) Tiny masks such as spots or lines will be re-added into the result.

b) Defects located in the masks area will not be removed.

7.3.2 Pipeline

The procedures involve the choice of sharp image with masks, estimation of

blurry area and region replacement. Here is a detailed description and analysis

of the proposed approach.

Image selection

Strictly speaking, it is not an independent step in the program, while the choice

of image should be logically finished before all other process in the pipeline. The

selected image is required to have the least alignment difference from the fusion

result in order to avoid combining errors in final result.

In practice, the reference image, which is used as the template to align other

images in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, holds the post of Is. A justification is that

the reference image can be considered as the average form of view in a sequence

if we regard the alignment errors as a stretch of view towards a random direction.

Its pixels are more often to be chosen during the fusion process and it turns out

to be the best choice for a combination with the fusion result.

Difference map

The difference map is a binary image of size Ω that distinguish the points of

masks from those of the background. Ideally, it can be obtained by filtering the

intensity difference between Is(x) and If (x) with a threshold. The area with a

distance exceeding the threshold is recorded as the mask in the map. However,

this simple procedure is not robust to the effects of alignment errors. Some

differences between two images, as for instance the misaligned contours, will be

classified as the masks.
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Hence, it is necessary to somehow modify the images before calculating their

intensity distances. We have noticed that the pattern of defects looks like a fitful

repetition of the adjacent texture. In extreme cases, it is similar with the blurry

parts of image. These blur-like defects, along with the slight misalignment of

contours, can be covered up in images of low resolution. So our strategy is:

a) to degrade resolution of Is and If by low pass filtering;

b) to filter the intensity distances between low resolution images;

c) to create a difference map from the filtered results.

In order to get low resolution images, we convolve the original images with

Gaussian filter. This method is widely used to reduce the details while enhancing

the structure of images. The visual effect of this process is to produce images of

the same view acquired at furthest distance.

The filtering proceeds as a weight matrix namely Gaussian kernel passes through

the original image. The new value of each pixel is a weighted average of its neigh-

borhood. In practice, we use the discrete approximation of Gaussian function

(of the normal distribution) to build the Gaussian kernel. The weight values of

the kernel are calculated by:

Gσ(xd, yd) =
1

2πσ2
exp(−x2d + y2d

2σ2
),

where xd and yd are the horizontal and vertical pixel distances to the kernel

center, σ is the standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution. A larger σ

results in a flatter Gaussian distribution and further a more important blur. We

are thus allowed to adjust the blur level of the convolution results.

Definition 7.1. A blurred image Bσ : Ω → {0, . . . , 255}3 of its original image

I : Ω→ {0, . . . , 255}3 is the convolution result of I and the Gaussian kernel Gσ:

∀x ∈ Ω, Bσ(x) := (Gσ ∗ I)(x).

Having eliminated the influence of contours and defects, we calculate now the

intensity distance between blurred images Bσ,s and Bσ,f (see Definition 7.1).

With a carefully chosen σ, the area with great difference reveals the mask in

selected image and in fusion image (if there is any left). Since the images are

no longer sharp, these areas will be a little bit larger than the mask themselves.

Yet, we appreciate this imprecision because it ensures the total removal of masks

latter in the new defined result.
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We estimate the difference of each pixel with a threshold ϵ > 0. The difference

map is defined by Definition 7.2.

Definition 7.2. Given some ϵ > 0, the difference map Mϵ : Ω → {0, 1} of two

blurred images Bσ,s and Bσ,f is a binary map whose value is defined by:

∀x ∈ Ω, Mϵ(x) :=







0 if ∥Bσ,s(x)−Bσ,f (x)∥2 < ϵ

1 otherwise.

Image generation

We generate in this step the new image without defects. Following the previous

step, the area with Mϵ = 0 conveys the identical views of Is and If despite of the

misalignment errors and the defects. Here, Is benefits from its spatial continuity

while If risks being imperfect as it consists of several images. So we apply the

pixel values of Is to define this area in the new image. On the contrary, If

explains better than Is the content behind masks. It is thus selected to complete

the area Mϵ = 1 of new image. Over all, the defect corrected image is created

by the following definition:

Definition 7.3. The corrected image Ic of If is a combination of If and its

reference image Is based on their difference map Mϵ.

∀x ∈ Ω, Ic(x) :=







Is(x) if Mϵ(x) = 0

If (x) if Mϵ(x) = 1.

It should be noted that we express the masks as the difference between Is and

If marked with Mϵ = 1. This expression is generally correct except when there

are masks left in If . These masks, marked with either Mϵ = 0 (if they share the

view of Is) or Mϵ = 1 (if they are issued from other images), will be remained

in Ic. That explains why we declare from the very beginning that our method

helps removing misalignment defects (either spatially or photometrically) rather

than improving mask removal efficiency.

7.3.3 Parameter selection

The standard deviation σ of Gaussian filter and the threshold ϵ of intensity

distance are two parameters to be decided during the process. At present, we

adjust manually these parameters according to the severity of misalignment in
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different sequences. Nevertheless, it is necessary to start with reasonable values

and to predict the effects of their variation.

In a discrete application of Gaussian filter (command ’imgaussfilt’ in matlab),

the standard deviation decides not only the pattern of distribution but also the

size of kernel window. As for our case, the filter takes into account 95.45%

probability as near certainty with a window [−2σ, 2σ]2, centered at x ∈ Ω. It is

reasonable to set up a relationship between σ and the maximum misalignment

error δa as δa is related to the level of jitter blur defects. Within the error range,

pixels conveying repetitively the same view should be distributed large weights

during the blurry simulation. For a conservative estimate, we assume that pixels,

within the range of [−3δa, 3δa]2 centered at x ∈ Ω, are included in the window

and the start value of standard deviation is assigned to σ = 1.5 δa. As we try

to retain the accuracy of our estimation, the standard deviation is not desired

to be of great value. It will be slightly raised only if the blurred image is too

sensitive to the change of intensity threshold.

The start value of ϵ is chosen according to the statistic analysis on RMSE of

identical patches after chromatic alignment. It is often set to 15 which is the

maximum value we have got in all of our experiments. During the adjustment,

the threshold value varies only in a limited range after the Gaussian filter has

been chosen. On one hand, a small value is so sensitive that the defects and

misalignment errors may be classified as the masks. On the other, a big value

risks omitting some parts of the masks.

To get the optimal combination of two parameters, our strategy is to initialize

them at (σ, ϵ) = (1.5 δa, 15). With σ fixed, we adjust ϵ to get a better result: if

it exists defects of misalignment problem, ϵ should be increased; if masks of Is

remains in the result, ϵ should be reduced. When a slight change of ϵ leads to

a mutuality between the problem of defects and masks, it means the dynamic

range of ϵ is not enough and σ should be increased.

7.4 Experiments

We exploited the idea of Section 7.3 into two approaches. The first approach is

to use the pipeline directly by combining a selected image with the fusion result.

Further more, we modified the program in an iterative way in order that most

area of the final image (even the masks) benefits from spatial continuity. The

results of these methods are presented in this section.
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7.4.1 Attempt on the pipeline

The key to success of our method is its ability to distinguish defects from masks.

If it works well, the defects should be removed while no more masks other than

those left in fusion results will be added into the output image.

Algorithm 10: Combination method

Data: Is, If , σ, ϵ
Result: Corrected image Ic
Calculate blurred image Bσ,s of Is and Bσ,f of If (see Definition 7.1);
Generate difference map Mϵ with Bσ,s and Bσ,f (see Definition 7.2);
Define an image Ic by combining Is and If according to Mϵ (see Definition 7.3);
return Ic

The pipeline in Section 7.3.2 can be expressed by Algorithm 10. We want to

make sure that this method can be implanted as a universal step of our whole

work. Therefore, it is required to be able to deal with every types of sequence in

our tests. These sequences are generally divided into four categories according

to the imperfections in their fusion results.

Type 1 Type 2 Type 3 Type 4

Defects × × √ √

Mask × √ × √

Table 7.1: Imperfection types in fusion results. There are respectively
two criteria: with/without defects; with/without masks.

As is shown in Table 7.1, the imperfection type depends on the appearance of

defects and masks in the fusion results. In our tests, the defects are mainly

caused by the distortion introduced by the zoom lenses (see Section 7.1). So

the option ’with’ and ’without’ defects corresponds to the sequences captured by

zoom lenses or by the nice prime lenses. While the remain of masks is related to

the density of masks in original sequence which has been discussed in Chapter 5

and Chapter 6. Thus, we classify our samples as:

1. captured by prime lenses + follow the hypotheses for pixel selection;

2. captured by prime lenses + break the hypotheses for pixel selection;

3. captured by zoom lenses + follow the hypotheses for pixel selection;

4. captured by zoom lenses + break the hypotheses for pixel selection.

Figures 7.3 - 7.6 give respectively one example for each sequence type. In these

examples, we choose the median images as fusion results and we select the refer-

ence images of each sequence to replace the areas with defects. These choices are
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reasonable as no significant misalignment problem is found in the areas where

two images join together.

In terms of defects, Figures 7.3 and 7.4 show that our method will not add

extra problems onto the fusion results when the alignments are accurate. While

Figures 7.5 and 7.6 demonstrate the efficiency of our method in detecting and

removing defects since the jitter blur parts located in the mask-free areas of

selected images are replaced by the sharp view.

In terms of masks, Figure 7.4b (resp. Figure 7.6b) conveys visually the same

occlusion as Figure 7.4a (resp. Figure 7.6a). No additional mask issued from the

selected image is introduced into the final result.

What is more, the parameter setting discussed in Section 7.3.3 shows its conve-

nience in the tests. Table 7.2 lists the alignment errors of Figures 7.3-7.6 and

the parameters we set during the experiments. The applied values show no big

differences to their start values and the adjustment is always unidirectional with

σ increasing and with ϵ decreasing.

Alignment error Start values Applied values

Figure 7.3 2px (3, 15) (3, 13)

Figure 7.4 1px (1.5, 15) (2, 15)

Figure 7.5 17px (25.5, 15) (27, 15)

Figure 7.6 13px (19.5, 15) (21, 11)

Table 7.2: Parameter pairs (σ, ϵ) in Figures 7.3-7.6. Alignment error
δa indicates the maximum error between two images in the sequence. It is
obtained based on a cursory observation. Start values are (σ, ϵ) mentioned in
Section 7.3.3 which are set by σ = 1.5δa and ϵ = 15. Applied values are the
pairs of (σ, ϵ) deriving the best results in our experiments.

In all, the test results prove the efficiency and robustness of our method when

dealing with defects. The new created images benefit from the sharp view of

the selected image in most of the areas. Still, not all the defects are removed

in this approach. It is limited by the lack of information behind masks in the

selected image. Therefore, a further improvement focuses on a larger range of

replacement of fusion result by the original images which will be presented in

the next section.
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(a) Original fusion result

(b) Corrected image

Figure 7.3: Defect-correction
Sequence of imperfection type 1: no defects, no masks.

(a) Original fusion result (b) Corrected image

Figure 7.4: Defect-correction
Sequence of imperfection type 2: no defects, with masks.
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(a) Original fusion result

(b) Corrected image

(c) Enlarged detail of 7.5a (d) Enlarged detail of 7.5b

Figure 7.5: Defect-correction
Sequence of imperfection type 3: with defects, no masks.
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(a) Original fusion result

(b) Corrected image

(c) Enlarged detail of 7.6a (d) Enlarged detail of 7.6b

Figure 7.6: Defect-correction
Sequence of imperfection type 4: with defects, with masks.
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7.4.2 Attempt on the iteration of pipeline

Figure 7.7 and Figure 7.8 help to explain why we make a further attempt on the

iteration of our method. The red circles in Figure 7.7a and Figure 7.8a lighten

the areas where the defects left in the results of the no-iteration process. They

are located in the mask areas of the selected images whose content is filled in by

the fusion images. Consequently, the defects in these regions remain after the

process as is shown in Figure 7.7b and Figure 7.8b.

In order to remove these defects, it requires further combinations to other original

images conveying the background view. That inspires us to modify Algorithm 10

in an iterative way so that the fusion results can be replaced as much as possible

by others images in the sequence.

Algorithm 11: Iterative combination method

Data: {Ii} i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, If , σ, ϵ
Result: Corrected image Ic
Initialize S = {Ii}, Z = 1Ω, Ic = If ;
while Z is not equal to 0Ω do

Set Ntotal = 0, index = 0, Mϵ = 0Ω ;
for i = 1 to n do

/* Select an image for combination */

Generate Mϵ,i of S{i} and If according to Definitions 7.1 and 7.2;

Define combining area Mcombine,i(x) :=

{

0 Mϵ,i(x) = 0&&Z(x) = 1
1 else

if Ntotal < card {Mcombine,i(x) = 0} then
Ntotal = card {Mcombine,i(x) = 0}, index = i, Mϵ = Mcombine,i;

end

end
/* Combine the selected image to the present result */

Define new Ic with present Ic and S{index}based on Mϵ (see
Definition 7.3);
/* Update the image set and the area left */

Update Z(x) :=

{

0 Mϵ = 0
Z(x) else

and S = S \S{index};

if S = ∅ then
return Ic

end

end
return Ic

Algorithm 11 shows the detail of the iterative method. The basic pipeline and the

choice of parameters remain the same while the slight change lies in the selection

of image to be joined. Instead of deciding an image on purpose, we estimate
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the common area between the aligned sequence and the fusion region remained

after the previous loop. We choose the image sharing the largest common area

with the fusion region for the next combination. It is reasonable as decision

because it allows us to use less images so as to reduce the mismatch risks along

the combining boundary.

The experimental results turns out to be satisfying. Generally speaking, the

iterative method gives similar results as the no-iterative method in most of the

area. What is more, its outputs present perfectly the details everywhere despite

of the masks in certain original images (see comparison between Figures 7.7b

and 7.7c, between Figures 7.8b and 7.8c). That makes it a better choice than

the method without loop.

Up to now, we achieve our goal that the region, apart from the remaining masks

in the fusion result, is replaced by the spatial continuous view of the original

aligned images. The defects caused by the geometrical alignment errors has

been removed by our approach. Since the method is shown to be robust in many

cases, it is therefore added as a general step of our whole project.

(a) Location of the enlarged detail in the selected image

(b) Detail without iteration (c) Detail after iteration

Figure 7.7: Comparison between outputs of Algorithms 10 and 11
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(a) Location of the enlarged detail in the selected image

(b) Detail without iteration (c) Detail after iteration

Figure 7.8: Comparison between outputs of Algorithms 10 and 11.
Without iteration, obvious defects can be seen on the purple and green areas of
result which are blocked by the mask in original image. The iterative approach
provides a better result with clearer details.
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Experiments
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Chapter 8

Experimental Performances

In this chapter, we provide extensive experiments. They serve as a more in

depth evaluation on methods compared with the experiments at the end of each

previous chapter, which help basically to explain how we decide steps in algo-

rithms. We set up here our own data set and give a general estimation on the

performances of each step in the pipeline.

We start by presenting the data sets, then we go into details on experiments. The

objective is to evaluate the robustness of approaches that have been presented in

the previous chapters under different conditions. This chapter will end up with

a summary of our design.

8.1 Data set

Geometrical alignment errors and contrast differences are very important un-

der practical field conditions and the whole pipeline is deployed with the aim

of eliminating their effects. Data selection should therefore account for these

variations.

In order to fully test our algorithm, the data set should contain sequences of

various qualities. According to the discussion in previous chapters, geometrical

alignment errors and contrast differences are related respectively to the optical

distortion of lenses and the color adjustment inside cameras. Hence, we choose

three combinations of equipment in our experiments, respectively producing im-

ages of high, intermediary or poor quality.

105
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Sequence Camera Lenses Model
Parameters

Focal Aperture Speed ISO

Mario Canon EOS 80D Sigma 30mm F1.4 DC HSM 30mm F11.0 1/80s 160

Dance Canon EOS 80D Sigma 30mm F1.4 DC HSM 30mm F10.0 1/160s 100

Bakery Canon EOS 80D Sigma 30mm F1.4 DC HSM 30mm F6.3 1/100s 160

Leopard Canon EOS 80D Sigma 30mm F1.4 DC HSM 30mm F10.0 1/125s 100

Woman Canon EOS 80D Sigma 30mm F1.4 DC HSM 30mm F10.0 1/100s 100

Monster Canon EOS 80D
Canon EF S17-55mm F2.8

IS USM
17mm F8.0 1/125s 640

Cartoon
Canon EOS 7D

Mark II
Canon EF S17-55mm F2.8

IS USM
37mm F6.3 1/80s 400

Inversion
Canon EOS 7D

Mark II
Canon EF S17-50mm F2.8

EX DC OS HSM
21mm F7.1 1/125s 250

Orient
Canon EOS 7D

Mark II
Canon EF S17-50mm F2.8

EX DC OS HSM
35mm F9.0 1/200s 100

Snoopy
Canon EOS 7D

Mark II
Canon EF S17-50mm F2.8

EX DC OS HSM
38mm F7.1 1/100s 100

Babs IPhone 4S IPhone 4S Lens 4.3mm F2.4 Auto Auto

Garfield IPhone 4S IPhone 4S Lens 4.3mm F2.4 Auto Auto

Banc IPhone 4S IPhone 4S Lens 4.3mm F2.4 Auto Auto

Mexican IPhone 4S IPhone 4S Lens 4.3mm F2.4 Auto Auto

Planet IPhone 4S IPhone 4S Lens 4.3mm F2.4 Auto Auto

Syn 1 – – – – – –

Syn 2 – – – – – –

Syn 3 – – – – – –

Syn 4 – – – – – –

Syn 5 – – – – – –

Table 8.1: Photographic information. There are in total twenty sequences
in our data set. Each sequence consists of 3, 4 or 5 images. They are divided
into four groups according to the photographic equipments. The first five se-
quences are captured by a prime lens with every parameters fixed. The second
five sequences are obtained using a zoom lenses of poor optical quality. The
third group of sources are smart phone images whose contrasts are automat-
ically adjusted. The last five series are synthetic sequences with background
covered randomly by image patches as masks. Gaussian noise is then added
onto these images.
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Images with less errors are taken by good lenses of fixed focal length. (We

call it hereinafter the prime lenses.) In our tests, we choose Sigma 30mm F1.4

DC HSM combined with a Canon EOS 80D camera to take a group of high-

quality sequences. This combination, along with manually fixed parameters,

is considered to accurately record the scene with little geometric or chromatic

distortions.

The second choice is to employ lenses whose focal lengths are adjustable (zoom

lenses). Images captured by these lenses may not be as good as those of the

first group since zoom of lenses may introduce distortion problems. The lenses

we use in experiments are Canon EF S17-55mm F2.8 IS USM and Canon EF

S17-50mm F2.8 EX DC OS HSM.

The most uncontrollable case comes from the use of embodied lenses of smart

phone with automatic adjustment on focusing and lighting conditions. Serious

contrast differences and distortion problems may be introduced to images which

challenge greatly the performance of our algorithm. We select five sequences

issued from IPhone 4S that are thought to be of limited quality.

In addition, we create five synthetic sequences for quantitative evaluation of

fusion methods in order to avoid the effects of alignment errors on the results.

Each image is made of a background scene covered randomly by occlusions with

Gaussian noise (σ = 5) independently distributed in RGB channels. In all, Table

8.1 shows the details of our data source.

Besides, DxO Optics Pro11 is supposed to have a positive effect on the correction

of distortion (see Chapter 7). It is also instructive to be aware of the perfor-

mance of our algorithm when dealing with images exported from such image

processing software. Therefore, each real sequence provides a new sequence with

pre-processing of DxO geometric correction. As a whole, our data set consists

of 6 kinds of real sequences and the synthetic sequences.

Prime
Lenses

Zoom
Lenses

Smart
Phone

Synthetic

DxO
correction

✓/✗ ✓/✗ ✓/✗ ✗

Table 8.2: Seven kinds of sequences in data set. Sequences captured
by prime lenses, zoom lenses and smart phone will be pre-proceeded by DxO
Optics Pro11 to eliminate the geometric distortion. Along with three kinds
of original groups and the synthetic series, they are taken as new kinds of
sequences in our tests.
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8.2 Summary of parameters

Table 8.3 summarizes all the parameters to be adjusted during the process and

their values used in our experiments. These values are decided based on either

their experimental performances (iiter, ϵg, ϵc, σ), or on the evaluation of results

in previous steps (σT , ϵ).

Geometric

Alignment

relative threshold between nearest and second nearest

neighbors in SIFT matching tmatch = 15;

RANSAC number of iteration: iiter = 10000;

maximum residual geometric error: ϵg = 1.

Chromatic

Adjustment
maximum residual chromatic error per channel: ϵc = 0.01.

Meaningful

Clique
maximum variance of vectors in clique: σT = 15.

Combination

Method

standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution: σ = 1.5ϵa;

(ϵa is the size of blur-like defects.)

maximum distance of similar blurred vector: ϵ = 15.

Table 8.3: Parameter values used during tests. The explication of
parameter choices are found in Chapter 3 Section 3.3 for tmatch ,iiter, ϵg; in
Chapter 4 Section 4.4.1 for ϵc; in Chapter 6 Section 6.3.2 for σT ; in Chapter 7
Section 7.3.3 for σ, ϵ.

8.3 Geometrical alignment

To visually examine the geometric alignment errors, we make mosaics of aligned

images in sequences. They consist of patches issued from two images which are

alternately arranged. If errors exist among aligned images, there will be twisted

shapes in mosaic results. We test on real sequences, with or without DxO pre-

processing, captured by prime lenses, zoom lenses and lenses of smart phone (six

types of real sequences in Table 8.2).

Results show that the degree of distortion varies from lenses types as we have

predicted. It exists a big difference of alignment errors based on the photography

equipments. DxO pre-processing plays more or less a positive role to correct

distortion while it is not enough to deal with this problem independently for the

sake of an accurate pixel selection later in fusion step.
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(a) mosaic of original images (b) mosaic of dxo images

(c) Zoom of original mosaic (d) Zoom of dxo mosaic

Figure 8.1: Mosaic - Prime lenses sequence (Dance). The mosaic of
original images has no obvious geometric distortion. Lines of patches connect
smoothly even in the partial enlarged area marked by red square. It exists no
much difference with/without DxO pre-processing.

Images captured by prime lenses are of good quality. Without any pre-processing,

their aligned results superpose already perfectly one to another. Tests show

similar results as what is presented in Chapter 3. We observed that most of the

errors in original sequences are below one pixel. They are acceptable for use

in further steps. The mosaic images, as is shown in the example of Figure 8.1,

have no obvious distortion. DxO correction makes no big difference in terms of

homography accuracy and its use here is therefore optional.
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(a) mosaic of original images

(b) mosaic of dxo images

(c) Zoom of original mosaic (d) Zoom of dxo mosaic

Figure 8.2: Mosaic - Zoom lenses sequence (Monster). Distortion
becomes more and more serious from the center to the border of images. DxO
corrected result is much better than original one while small errors exist still.

Zoom lenses introduce more geometric distortion to sequences. In Figure 8.2,

mosaic in the center presents well the connection of texture in neighboring area.

However, distortion is detected on the borders as dislocation of patches appears

in the mosaic of two images. The DxO pre-processing corrects efficiently the

errors as can be seen in Figure 8.2b, when compared with Figure 8.2a. Still,
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small errors of three to four pixels remain among corrected images. These errors

may result in tiny blur-like profile of objects in fusion results.

(a) mosaic of original images

(b) mosaic of dxo images

(c) Zoom of original mosaic (d) Zoom of dxo mosaic

Figure 8.3: Mosaic - Smart phone sequence (Babs). Distortion exists
in most range of the image. Serious errors result in a repeated expression of
scene in close proximity. Letters in the enlarged Figure 8.3c cannot be clearly
distinguished. DxO corrected result presents better the scene while errors are
still evident on the borders. (see Figure 8.3d)

Distortion is so severe in sequences captured by smart phone that some align-

ment errors reach more than fifteen pixels and its effects spread even to the

quasi-center range of image (see example in Figure 8.3). In this case, the DxO

pre-processing provides a great improvement on these images which restore the
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correct presentation of patches in their center area. However, it does not manage

to compensate the important deformation on the borders where dislocation of

patches is still obvious as is shown by Figures 8.3b and 8.3d.

8.4 Photometric correction

We estimate our chromatic adjustment methods in this section. In Chapter 4,

we have found that sRGB model performs somehow randomly and brings about

some extreme failure cases. Here, we concentrate on the performance of linear

and quadratic models under different photography conditions. Tables 8.4 and

8.5 show the RMSE results for each sequence that are computed between the

matched pixel vectors in reference image and any of another image in sequence.

The release of manual control on parameters introduce more chromatic differ-

ences to images as the original RMSEs of automatic adjusted sequences (smart

phone) are generally much bigger than that of sequences with parameters fixed

(prime/zoom lenses). While in any cases, linear and quadratic adjustment have

nearly all the time positive effects on reducing contrast differences. The assump-

tion of fixed camera parameters that we set up during model conception seems

not to be an essential condition to the success of our adjustment. It may be

released in later application.

Two kinds of approximation provide similar results. However, quadratic model

performs better as it never gives updated RMSEs bigger than their original

values. Linear model, even though its errors are always negligible (for example

0.001, 0.002), is less robust. We confirm therefore our judgment in Chapter 4

that quadratic approximation would be the best choice for chromatic alignment.

The DxO pre-processing does not have much impact on this step since there is no

obvious trend of change between Table 8.4 and Table 8.5. A possible explication

is that SIFT matched points are robust to deformation and distortion correction

may only result in a change of sample choices.
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Original Linear Quadratic

Mario

1-2 0.022 0.018 0.019

1-3 0.019 0.019 0.019

1-4 0.019 0.018 0.019

1-5 0.024 0.020 0.021

Dance
1-2 0.040 0.026 0.026

1-3 0.044 0.026 0.027

Bakery

1-2 0.021 0.021 0.021

1-3 0.028 0.021 0.024

1-4 0.024 0.025 0.024

1-5 0.034 0.024 0.025

Leopard

1-2 0.036 0.026 0.027

1-3 0.034 0.033 0.031

1-4 0.037 0.028 0.028

1-5 0.047 0.083 0.039

Woman

1-2 0.015 0.013 0.013

1-3 0.017 0.014 0.014

1-4 0.034 0.014 0.014

1-5 0.024 0.014 0.014

Cartoon

1-2 0.022 0.022 0.021

1-3 0.022 0.022 0.022

1-4 0.047 0.024 0.023

1-5 0.061 0.025 0.023

Inversion

1-2 0.024 0.023 0.023

1-3 0.031 0.032 0.030

1-4 0.040 0.037 0.037

1-5 0.036 0.034 0.033

Orient

1-2 0.025 0.022 0.022

1-3 0.021 0.017 0.018

1-4 0.023 0.020 0.019

Monster

1-2 0.041 0.041 0.038

1-3 0.044 0.038 0.036

1-4 0.052 0.039 0.038

1-5 0.030 0.030 0.030

Table 8.4 – Continued on next page
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Continued from previous page

Original Linear Quadratic

Snoopy

1-2 0.022 0.018 0.019

1-3 0.020 0.014 0.015

1-4 0.025 0.019 0.019

1-5 0.034 0.017 0.017

Babs

1-2 0.066 0.028 0.026

1-3 0.043 0.027 0.028

1-4 0.076 0.028 0.027

Planet

1-2 0.086 0.073 0.060

1-3 0.053 0.054 0.050

1-4 0.090 0.053 0.052

1-5 0.072 0.056 0.054

Garfield

1-2 0.247 0.072 0.063

1-3 0.042 0.035 0.036

1-4 0.039 0.030 0.032

Banc
1-2 0.035 0.036 0.035

1-3 0.208 0.037 0.038

Mexican

1-2 0.099 0.033 0.038

1-3 0.106 0.039 0.036

1-4 0.087 0.048 0.041

1-5 0.345 0.043 0.054

Table 8.4: RMSE of matched pixels in original sequences. 1− i means
evaluations are carried out between the reference image (1 st image) and an-
other image (i th image) in sequence. Values are computed based on the nor-
malized RGB vectors whose range has been transformed from {1, . . . 255}3 to
[0, 1]3. Therefore, differences per channel under 1/255 = 0.004 can be ne-
glected. Similarly, differences of RMSE which are related to vector-distances
are negligible under

√
3/255 = 0.007. The bold values gives are smallest RMSE

of each row. The red values marks the values bigger than original RMSE.
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Original Linear Quadratic

Mario

1-2 0.022 0.018 0.018

1-3 0.019 0.020 0.019

1-4 0.020 0.020 0.020

1-5 0.024 0.019 0.020

Dance
1-2 0.038 0.025 0.025

1-3 0.043 0.026 0.026

Bakery

1-2 0.021 0.021 0.021

1-3 0.028 0.021 0.021

1-4 0.024 0.025 0.024

1-5 0.034 0.024 0.025

Leopard

1-2 0.036 0.027 0.027

1-3 0.033 0.030 0.031

1-4 0.035 0.028 0.028

1-5 0.047 0.043 0.043

Woman

1-2 0.016 0.014 0.014

1-3 0.017 0.014 0.015

1-4 0.034 0.013 0.013

1-5 0.025 0.016 0.015

Cartoon

1-2 0.020 0.021 0.020

1-3 0.021 0.022 0.020

1-4 0.046 0.023 0.022

1-5 0.061 0.025 0.025

Inversion

1-2 0.023 0.021 0.021

1-3 0.033 0.032 0.031

1-4 0.035 0.034 0.033

1-5 0.034 0.027 0.027

Orient

1-2 0.064 0.047 0.047

1-3 0.062 0.048 0.048

1-4 0.044 0.041 0.038

Monster

1-2 0.077 0.052 0.059

1-3 0.074 0.047 0.045

1-4 0.068 0.041 0.042

1-5 0.057 0.041 0.039

Table 8.5 – Continued on next page
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Continued from previous page

Original Linear Quadratic

Snoopy

1-2 0.047 0.030 0.029

1-3 0.044 0.021 0.020

1-4 0.080 0.038 0.038

1-5 0.068 0.019 0.019

Babs

1-2 0.072 0.028 0.027

1-3 0.042 0.027 0.026

1-4 0.077 0.027 0.027

Planet

1-2 0.120 0.104 0.083

1-3 0.067 0.061 0.056

1-4 0.100 0.074 0.070

1-5 0.094 0.074 0.072

Garfield

1-2 0.213 0.062 0.057

1-3 0.057 0.064 0.051

1-4 0.060 0.038 0.039

Banc
1-2 0.036 0.035 0.036

1-3 0.206 0.039 0.038

Mexican

1-2 0.094 0.034 0.037

1-3 0.107 0.034 0.034

1-4 0.085 0.046 0.045

1-5 0.342 0.051 0.044

Table 8.5: RMSE of matched pixels in DxO sequences. This table
is organized as Table 8.4. The sequences are pre-proceeded with DxO Optics
Pro11. Quadratic model performs the best with no obvious mistakes.
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8.5 Image fusion

We compare four fusion methods in this section which are: meaningful clique

(as is introduced in Chapter 6), geometric and degenerated medians (later called

median 1 and 2) in Chapter 5 and RPCA, mentioned in Chapter 2. Synthetic

sequences, benefiting from accurate alignment and reference without occlusion,

are used to evaluate the error rates in fusion results. Real sequences, on the other

hand, show the performance of different approaches in real field conditions.

Error rates in Table 8.6 give a general estimation on the ability of four methods

to select the background. Apart from the badly evaluation on RPCA, probably

due to the change of contrast, nearly all the worst cases come from the results

of median 2. It is reasonable as median 2 is the only method depending on the

analysis on intensity rather than RGB values. Degeneration leads to a loss of

information. Median 1 shows high robustness when the background pixels exceed

half of the total number (values in columns 4 and 5 are all zeros). However, its

error rates increase significantly when the assumption on pixel number is no

longer true. Its application is therefore limited.

Meaningful clique gives the best results based on its robustness under different

conditions. Its error rates in columns 4 and 5 are nearly negligible, as for example,

the number of wrongly-selected pixels in Seq.1 columns 4 equals approximately

to: 60000×0.0029%=1.74. More importantly, it provides rather accurate choices

until the case where only one pixel belongs to background and the minimum

clique can not be set up.

In the tests on real sequences, the effects of geometric alignment errors involves

in image resources which may affect fusion results by adding blur-like defects

along contours of object. Hence, we focus here not only on the size of remaining

masks, but also on the blurry defects of texture. In Figures 8.4, 8.5 and 8.6, we

mark remaining masks with blue squares and we indicate areas to be enlarged

for texture observation by red squares.

Figure 8.4 shows typical fusion results of prime lenses sequences. Meaning-

ful clique method gives images with the least masks and the outputs of other

methods are more or less the same. More concretely, RPCA performs some-

times better sometimes worse than median 1 while median 2 is always the worst.

There is no obvious blur-like defect in results since aligned images do not leave

much errors in previous steps. The enlarged areas of sequence with/without DxO

pre-processing present hence the similar textures.
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For zoom lenses sequences, both remaining masks and blur-like defects should be

taken into consideration. As is shown by Figure 8.5, meaningful clique method

leave again the least amount of masks in its results. Besides, we enlarge an area

on the border of original image where there exists geometric errors of about 2

or 3 pixels. The chosen example represents a case where alignment errors are

small but not negligible. Textures appear to be blurred due to a number of

wrongly-selected pixels on contours (defects).

DxO pre-processing, which corrects efficiently errors of zoom lenses sequences,

impacts positively the results of pixel selection. Enlarged details of DxO sequence

(Figures 8.5j, 8.5l, 8.5n, 8.5p) are much sharper than those of original sequence

(Figures 8.5i, 8.5k, 8.5m, 8.5o) for all fusion methods. There are still some tiny

errors left along borders, nevertheless, applying DxO for distortion correction is

an available way to ameliorate fusion quality of these sequences.

The performance differences of the four algorithms are more obvious in smart

phone results with large error size. We select the sequence ’Mexican’ as an

example which is shown in Figure 8.6. This time, meaningful clique and RPCA

leave similar amount of masks which is less than that of two median results.

In enlarged area, defects are presented as gray or yellow shade along brim of

hat marked by red circles. Different from tiny blur in previous Figure 8.5, it is

possible to distinguish the pixel selection ability of each approach in existence of

alignment errors.

Result of meaningful clique (Figure 8.6c) has the least defects, RPCA and median

1 results (Figures 8.6e and 8.6k) show similar range of gray area. Median 2 gives

the worst result where it select even the yellow elements coming from a wrongly

stretch of hat. These differences can be explained theoretically as meaningful

cliques depend on the compact of elements while median selection is based on

the order of elements. When the alignment errors account for more than half of

the data set, median filter make more mistakes than meaningful clique method.

RPCA refers to a decomposition of compact component in every elements (no

element is discarded as meaningful clique). Logically, its performance should be

between the above methods.

With DxO pre-processing, we notice no big change in terms of masks remaining

in results. But the correction of aligned image indeed improves image quality as

defects are reduced in enlarged area. Overall, meaningful clique method is our

best choice for image fusion. It is consistently better to pre-proceed images with

DxO correction for the sake of accuracy results.
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1 2 3 4 5 Total

Syn.1

(1e3) (1e4) (4e4) (6e4) (2e5) (3e5)

Clique 94.7 10.5 8.4e-2 2.9e-3 0.0 9.0e-1

Median 1 97.4 61.8 2.0e-2 0.0 0.0 3.1

Median 2 91.3 67.7 1.6 5.6e-1 0.0 3.6

RPCA 92.7 71.9 5.3e-2 4.5e-3 2.7e-3 3.5

Syn.2

(0) (1e3) (2e4) (5e4) (5e5) (6e5)

Clique – 47.6 8.5e-2 5.5e-3 0.0 8.9e-2

Median 1 – 80.3 1.7e-2 0.0 0.0 1.4e-1

Median 2 – 93.7 1.1 3.8e-1 0.0 2.4e-1

RPCA – 89.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.6e-1

Syn.3

(0) (7e3) (3e4) (7e4) (8e5) (9e5)

Clique – 6.7 1.4e-2 0.0 0.0 5.3e-2

Median 1 – 63.3 5.9e-3 0.0 0.0 4.9e-1

Median 2 – 84.3 1.5 5.2e-1 0.0 7.6e-1

RPCA – 94.7 53.7 59.3 51.3 52.4

Syn.4

(1) (1e4) (2e4) (9e4) (8e5) (9e5)

Clique 100 1.0 1.2e-2 1.1e-3 0.0 1.5e-2

Median 1 100 52.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 7.6e-1

Median 2 0.0 63.2 2.1 6.9e-1 0.0 1.0

RPCA 0.0 83.6 41.8 23.8 18.4 20.4

Syn.5

(2e3) (1e4) (5e4) (1e5) (1e5) (3e5)

Clique 99.4 8.2 4.4e-2 0.0 0.0 1.1

Median 1 99.6 85.8 3.5e-3 0.0 0.0 5.4

Median 2 99.5 90.2 1.3 5.6e-1 0.0 6.1

RPCA 99.6 95.3 5.0e-1 3.7e-2 3.0e-2 6.0

Table 8.6: Error rates in percentage. Computing method of this table has
been presented in Chapter 6 Section 6.4.1. Its first row indicates the numbers
of background-observed time. Values in parentheses refer to the quantity of
pixels. The lowest rate in each column are marked in bold letter. The worst
cases are marked in blue. Since the contrast of RPCA results are changed,
their error rates are not taken into account.
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(a) Meaningful clique: original sequence (b) Meaningful clique: DxO sequence

(c) RPCA: original sequence (d) RPCA: DxO sequence

(e) Median 1: original sequence (f) Median 1: DxO sequence

(g) Median 2: original sequence (h) Median 2: DxO sequence

(i) Zoom of 8.4a (j) Zoom of 8.4b (k) Zoom of 8.4c (l) Zoom of 8.4d

(m) Zoom of 8.4e (n) Zoom of 8.4f (o) Zoom of 8.4g (p) Zoom of 8.4h

Figure 8.4: Fusion – Prime lenses sequence (Leopard).
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(a) Meaningful clique: original sequence (b) Meaningful clique: DxO sequence

(c) RPCA: original sequence (d) RPCA: DxO sequence

(e) Median 1: original sequence (f) Median1: DxO sequence
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(g) Median 2: original sequence (h) Median 2: DxO sequence

(i) Zoom of 8.5a (j) Zoom of 8.5b (k) Zoom of 8.5c (l) Zoom of 8.5d

(m) Zoom of 8.5e (n) Zoom of 8.5f (o) Zoom of 8.5g (p) Zoom of 8.5h

Figure 8.5: Fusion – Zoom lenses sequence (Orient).
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(a) Meaningful clique: original sequence

(b) Meaningful clique: DxO sequence

(c) Zoom of 8.6a (d) Zoom of 8.6b (e) Zoom of 8.6g (f) Zoom of 8.6h

(g) RPCA: original sequence

(h) RPCA: DxO sequence
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(i) Median 1: original sequence

(j) Median 1: DxO sequence

(k) Zoom of 8.6i (l) Zoom of 8.6j (m) Zoom of 8.6o (n) Zoom of 8.6p

(o) Median 2: original sequence

(p) Median 2: DxO sequence

Figure 8.6: Fusion – Smart phone sequence (Mexican).
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8.6 Combination method

Finally, pixels in fusion results can be re-selected in order to remove totally the

blur-like defects. Prime lenses results, usually accurate enough, show no big

difference before/after this step. The enlarged patches in Figure 8.7 present very

similar appearances without any newly introduced defects.

For results of zoom lenses sequences, some blur-like defects remain from previous

step, as in Figure 8.8, the hand of boy is not clear enough in both zoom of original

and DxO proceeded results. Our Gaussian strategy replaces this area by a more

complete expression in original image, its results present textures with clear

details even without using the DxO correction (see Figures 8.8d, 8.8h).

In smart phone sequences, defects are more serious as the bench and shoe loses

their texture in Figures 8.9b and 8.9f. These patterns are restored by applying

our method as is shown in Figures 8.9d and 8.9h. Again, sequences with/with-

out DxO pre-processing present all perfect details. Because difference of fusion

results lies in the size of defects, which will not affect the replacement of patches.

As a whole, our combination method appears as a simple yet very robust and

efficient method to remove the blur-like defects left in fusion results.

8.7 Conclusion

To summarize, we propose a pipeline for mask removal consisting of four major

steps which are geometric alignment, chromatic adjustment, image fusion and

defect removal. It is able to deal with general cases where image sequences of nice

or limited quality are taken with manually or automatically adjusted parameters.

Best choices of each step are respectively homography transformation, quadratic

approximation, meaningful clique method and combination method.

Quality of image determines the level of distortion which is major source of errors

in homography transformation and pixel selection. DxO pre-processing amelio-

rate but can not eliminate this phenomenon when errors are rather important.

Fortunately, the last step of our method enhances the robustness of pipeline and

ensures result accuracy. Therefore, our approach has the ability to manage dif-

ferent conditions ranging from sequences captured by nice prime lenses to smart

phone images without any intentional control. The use of other image processing

software is not indispensable thanks to the efficient fallback offered by our defect

removal strategy.
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(a) Original fusion

(b) Original fusion after Gaussian processing

(c) Zoom of 8.7a (d) Zoom of 8.7b (e) Zoom of 8.7g (f) Zoom of 8.7h

(g) DxO fusion

(h) DxO fusion after Gaussian processing

Figure 8.7: Defect removal – Prime lenses sequence (Mario): maxi-
mum alignment errors are below 1 pixel, sigma of Gaussian filter is set at 1.
The enlarged area is marked by red square in each image.
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(a) Original fusion

(b) Zoom of 8.8a

(c) Original fusion after Gaussian processing

(d) Zoom of 8.8c

(e) DxO fusion

(f) Zoom of 8.8e

(g) DxO fusion after Gaussian processing

(h) Zoom of 8.8g

Figure 8.8: Defect removal – Zoom lenses sequence (Inversion): max-
imum alignment errors are 4 to 5 pixels, sigma of Gaussian filter is set at 7.
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(a) Original fusion (b) Zoom of 8.9a

(c) Original fusion after Gaussian processing (d) Zoom of 8.9c

(e) DxO fusion (f) Zoom of 8.9e

(g) DxO fusion after Gaussian processing (h) Zoom of 8.9g

Figure 8.9: Defect removal – Smart phone sequence (Banc): maximum
alignment errors are about 16 pixels, sigma of Gaussian filter is set at 25.
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Conclusion

Here we come to the conclusion of our work, in which we have addressed several

problems to perform blind mask removal in digital images. We have focused on

the multi-image problems so as to get enough information about the background

(in particular avoiding inpainting techniques). Several problems appearing in

real field conditions have been fixed by our algorithms. These solutions can be

organized into three points:

1. Adjustment of background contrast and color differences.

The differences can be effectively reduced by robustly estimated

quadratic mappings on every RGB channels. The parameters

of the mapping functions are computed with matched pixels is-

sued from a feature extraction method (SIFT in our case) and

then selected by a RANSAC strategy. This approach avoids the

classical limitations of classical histogram adjustment methods

in the case where the contents is changing a lot between images.

2. Design of a pixel selection method with lenient assump-

tions. We suppose that pixels originating from different images

with the same content form a dense cloud of points in the RGB

space. The cloud corresponding to the background is supposed

to be the largest one and is picked out by a recursive algorithm

searching for a dense clique. This method is proved to be more

effective for background reconstruction than both a color median

method and a robust PCA method.

3. Elimination of fusion defects caused by geometrical align-

ment errors in the initial sequence. The areas with blur-like

defects are replaced by sharp patches of aligned images after a

129
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similarity estimation. The estimation relies on a comparison be-

tween a threshold and the distance of pixels from images after

a Gaussian filtering. This fallback solution permits us to re-

lax many requirements ensuring that images can be perfectly

aligned.

As a syntheses of the discussion in previous chapters, we propose a pipeline

for mask removal shown by Figure 9.1. It is an automatic and fast method

that releases the constraints in many previous works on the size and shape of

occlusions. The missing areas are filled in with factual scene. Further more,

although we have listed many assumptions in each chapter to ensure theoretically

the performance of our design, the whole process shows its robustness when we

release some of the constraints during the tests. Finally, the context can be

generalized as:

1. The background to restore is a planar or a 3D view if it is cap-

tured with the optical center fixed.

2. Images in the sequence (typically 5) reveal the entire target scene

several times depending on the combined motion of the photog-

rapher and the occlusions.

3. The angles of view do not change too much among images.

4. Cameras with manual or automatic sets are all available as long

as the surface is quasi-Lambertian.

5. Images can be captured at different moments as long as there is

no big change of lighting conditions.

Experiments in Chapter 8 confirms the good performance of our design. From

another perspective, the assumptions on the context restrict the applying range

of our approach. Therefore, the future work may focus on releasing limitations

such as:

1. The target can not be a general 3D object.

2. No glossy or specular reflection should be found on the surface.

3. Masks should not be of similar color and be the predominant

content in the stack of images.

To deal with the first constraint, the geometric alignment should be modified to a

certain extent. If the 3D area is small, it is possible to keep actual steps and add

patch-match [BSFG09, BSGF10] to ameliorate 3D region in aligned results. If the

whole target is a complicated view, then the homography model should be totally
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Figure 9.1: Pipeline for mask removal. It consists of four steps to restore
the plane background from a sequence of images taken at different camera
positions. In case of perfect shooting conditions, some of the steps can be
omitted.

abandoned and we may account on 3D reconstruction in stereo-vision [JM15] or

a more sophisticated application, bundle adjustment [HZ03, Mic18, TMHF99].

Many previous works have been done on reflection removal [LZW03, LZW04,

BY08, SKG+12, GCM14]. These are of particular interest. Some of them set

up their models with the motion information obtained by optical flow [SAA00,

XRLF15] or by SIFT flow [LB13]. We may learn from these methods to modify

either geometric alignment or image fusion step in our pipeline so as to release

the second constraint.

In the case where the mask is very large and do not present color changes, tem-

poral filtering is not enough and spatial information of patch is required. A

possible solution is to generalize the meaningful clique approach to a spatio-

temporal filtering method. Otherwise, the optical flow may help to distinguish

the background and masks while it requires the images in sequence to be con-

tinuous frames in the video [MLY12, HS81].

Over all, we have discussed in detail the essential process for multi-image mask

removal in this thesis. The final pipeline we proposed is simple and practical,

but some assumptions in this design restrict its use to a certain extent. These

limits require a future work on this topic that may relax the hypothesis in some

steps of the pipeline.
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Geometric alignment and photometric adjustment (main.cpp)

#include <opencv2/opencv.hpp >

#include "opencv2/nonfree/nonfree.hpp"

#include <vector >

#include <sys/types.h>

#include <dirent.h>

#include <algorithm >

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

/// Geometric and photometric adjustment: align images in the sequence

/// @argv [1], directory of the folder of original images

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

int main(int , char *argv [])

{

std::vector < cv::Mat > img_res , img_geo , homo_inliers;

DIR* folder_dir = opendir(argv [1]);

struct dirent* file_info;

cv::Mat img_scene ,descriptors_scene;

std::vector <cv::KeyPoint > keypoints_scene;

cv::SIFT sift;

cv:: BFMatcher matcher;

std::vector < std::vector <cv::Point2f > > match_posi;

const float ratio = 0.8;

//**-- Step1: Geometric alignment --**//

while( (file_info = readdir(folder_dir)) != NULL )

{

if( strcmp(file_info ->d_name ,".") !=0 && strcmp(file_info ->d_name ,"..") !=0 )

{

std:: string dir_whole = argv [1];

dir_whole = dir_whole +"/"+ file_info ->d_name;

if( img_res.empty () )

{

img_res.push_back( cv:: imread(dir_whole) );

cv:: cvtColor(img_res [0],img_scene ,cv:: COLOR_RGB2GRAY);
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sift(img_scene , cv::Mat(), keypoints_scene , descriptors_scene);

img_res [0]. convertTo(img_res [0], CV_32FC3);

}

else

{

cv::Mat img_object ,descriptors_object;

cv::Mat img_ori = cv:: imread(dir_whole);

cv:: cvtColor(img_ori ,img_object ,cv:: COLOR_RGB2GRAY);

img_ori.convertTo(img_ori ,CV_32FC3);

// SIFT keypoints and descriptors //

std::vector <cv::KeyPoint > keypoints_object;

sift(img_object , cv::Mat(), keypoints_object , descriptors_object);

// Match descriptors using FLANN matcher //

std::vector <std::vector <cv::DMatch > > matches;

matcher.knnMatch(descriptors_object , descriptors_scene , matches , 2);

std::vector <cv::DMatch > good_matches;

for (size_t i = 0; i < matches.size(); ++i)

{

if (matches[i][0]. distance < ratio * matches[i][1]. distance)

good_matches.push_back(matches[i][0]);

}

// Get coordinates of matched pixels //

std::vector <cv::Point2f > obj ,scene;

for( size_t i = 0; i < good_matches.size(); ++i )

{

obj.push_back( keypoints_object[ good_matches[i]. queryIdx ].pt );

scene.push_back( keypoints_scene[ good_matches[i]. trainIdx ].pt );

}

match_posi.push_back(scene);

// Compute homography //

cv::Mat inlier_mask;

cv::Mat H = findHomography( obj ,scene ,CV_RANSAC ,1, inlier_mask );

homo_inliers.push_back(inlier_mask);

// Bilinear interpolation //

std::vector <cv::Mat > img_ch ,img_interp (3);

cv::split(img_ori ,img_ch);

cv:: warpPerspective( img_ch [0], img_interp [0],H,img_scene.size(),cv::

INTER_LINEAR );

cv:: warpPerspective( img_ch [1], img_interp [1],H,img_scene.size(),cv::

INTER_LINEAR );

cv:: warpPerspective( img_ch [2], img_interp [2],H,img_scene.size(),cv::

INTER_LINEAR );

cv::Mat img_al;
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cv::merge(img_interp ,img_al);

img_geo.push_back(img_al);

}

}

}

//**-- Step2: Chromatic adjustment --**//

std::vector <cv::Mat > colchannel_scene , colchannel_obj;

cv::Mat pow_two ,obj_all;

for( size_t img_num =0; img_num != img_geo.size(); ++ img_num)

{

// Prepare intensity matrix //

cv::Mat obj_col , scene_col;

std::vector <int > rand_posi;

int match_num = 0;

for(int i=0; i!= homo_inliers[img_num ].rows; ++i)

{

if(homo_inliers[img_num ].at <uchar >(i)==1)

{

obj_col.push_back(img_geo[img_num ].at<cv::Vec3f >(( match_posi[img_num ])[i]))

;

scene_col.push_back(img_res [0].at<cv::Vec3f >(( match_posi[img_num ])[i]));

rand_posi.push_back(match_num);

++ match_num;

}

}

std:: random_shuffle(rand_posi.begin(), rand_posi.end());

cv::split(scene_col ,colchannel_scene);

cv::Mat all_one(obj_col.size(),CV_32FC3 ,cv:: Scalar (1,1,1));

cv::pow(obj_col ,2,pow_two);

cv:: hconcat(all_one ,obj_col ,obj_all);

cv:: hconcat(obj_all ,pow_two ,obj_all);

cv::split(obj_all ,colchannel_obj);

// Calculate transfer model with RANSAC //

int inliers_max = 0;

std::vector <cv::Mat > final_model;

for( size_t i=0; i!=( rand_posi.size()/3); ++i )

{

cv::Mat inliers = cv::Mat::ones(colchannel_scene [0]. size(),CV_8UC1);

std::vector <cv::Mat > model (3);

for( int j=0; j!=3; ++j )

{

cv::Mat ref = (cv::Mat_ <float >(3 ,1)

<<colchannel_scene[j].at<float >( rand_posi [3*i]),

colchannel_scene[j].at<float >( rand_posi [3*i+1]),

colchannel_scene[j].at<float >( rand_posi [3*i+2]));

cv::Mat tar(3,3, CV_32FC1);
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colchannel_obj[j].row(rand_posi [3*i]).copyTo( tar.row(0) );

colchannel_obj[j].row(rand_posi [3*i+1]).copyTo( tar.row(1) );

colchannel_obj[j].row(rand_posi [3*i+2]).copyTo( tar.row(2) );

model[j] = tar.inv(cv:: DECOMP_SVD)*ref;

// Search inliers //

cv::Mat check = (cv::abs(colchannel_obj[j]* model[j]-colchannel_scene[j])

<=15) /255;

cv:: multiply(inliers ,check ,inliers);

}

int inliers_actual = cv::sum(inliers)[0];

if( inliers_actual >inliers_max )

{

final_model.assign(model.begin(),model.end());

inliers_max = inliers_actual;

}

}

// Adjust image colors //

std::vector <cv::Mat > color_ch (3),geo_channel (3);

cv::split(img_geo[img_num],geo_channel);

for(int j=0;j!=3;++j)

{

color_ch[j] = final_model[j].at <float >(0 ,0)*cv::Mat::ones(geo_channel[j].size()

,CV_32FC1)+

final_model[j].at<float >(1 ,0)*geo_channel[j];

cv::Mat pow_interp;

cv::pow(geo_channel[j],2,pow_interp);

color_ch[j] = color_ch[j]+ final_model[j].at <float >(2 ,0)*pow_interp;

}

cv::Mat img_colal;

cv::merge(color_ch ,img_colal);

img_res.push_back(img_colal);

}

closedir(folder_dir);

return 0;

}
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Meaningful clique (main.cpp detail.h detail.cpp)

#include <opencv2/opencv.hpp >

#include <vector >

#include <math.h>

#include "detail.h"

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

/// meaningful clique: select the pixels belonging to the most dense clouds

/// @argv [1], directory of image folder

/// @argv [2], thershold of variance

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

int main(int , char *argv [])

{

/* input images , convert them into float format */

std::vector <cv::Mat > Input_image;

size_t n_file = ReadImagesFromFolder( argv[1], Input_image);

/* create pointers for original images */

std::vector <cv::Mat_ <cv::Vec3f >:: iterator > Pt_img;

for (size_t i=0; i!= n_file; ++i)

Pt_img.push_back(Input_image[i].begin <cv::Vec3f >());

cv::Mat_ <cv::Vec3f >:: iterator pt_end = Input_image [0].end <cv::Vec3f >();

/* give an ascending order to the distance between every images */

std::vector <cv::Mat > Image_dist;

PixelDistance( Input_image ,n_file ,Image_dist );

/* create pointers for distance array */

std::vector <cv::Mat_ <float >:: iterator > Pt_dist;

for (size_t i=0; i!= Image_dist.size(); ++i)

Pt_dist.push_back(Image_dist[i].begin <float >());

/* create pointer for output image */

cv::Mat Output( Input_image [0].rows , Input_image [0].cols , CV_32FC3 );

cv::Mat_ <cv::Vec3f >:: iterator pt_out = Output.begin <cv::Vec3f >();

/* traverse every pixel positions , select the cloud of pixels */

while (Pt_img [0]!= pt_end)

{

/* examine if there are more than 2 pixels */

int num_valable =0;

for(size_t n_im =0; n_im!= n_file; ++n_im)

{

if( !isnan ((* Pt_img[n_im])[0]) )

{

*pt_out = *Pt_img[n_im];

++ num_valable;
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}

}

if(num_valable >1)

{

/* distance between every two images */

std::vector <float > Member;

for (size_t i=0; i!= Image_dist.size(); ++i)

Member.push_back (*( Pt_dist[i]));

/* get the distance order */

cv::Mat matrix_order(n_file ,n_file ,CV_32FC1);

getDistOrder( Member ,n_file ,matrix_order );

/* get the candidate dense clouds */

getCandiCloud(matrix_order ,atof(argv [2]), Pt_img , pt_out);

}

else if(num_valable ==0)

*pt_out = cv:: Vec3f (255 ,255 ,255);

/* pass to the next pixel position */

for (size_t i=0; i!= n_file; ++i)

++ Pt_img[i];

for (size_t i=0; i!= Image_dist.size(); ++i)

++ Pt_dist[i];

++ pt_out;

}

/* save new image */

std:: string name_out = argv [1];

name_out = name_out +" _clique.png";

imwrite(name_out ,Output);

return 0;

}

#ifndef MAJOR_STEPS

#define MAJOR_STEPS

#include <opencv2/opencv.hpp >

#include <vector >

void valueOrder(std::vector <float > &source , std::vector <int > &image_order);

size_t searchVecElemNum( size_t i, size_t j, size_t n_file);

float calculateVari(cv::Mat &matchan3);

void findMedian(cv::Mat &cloud , cv::Mat_ <cv::Vec3f >:: iterator img_out);

size_t ReadImagesFromFolder(char *folder_name , std::vector <cv::Mat > &Input_Image);

void PixelDistance(std::vector <cv::Mat > &Image , size_t n_file , std::vector <cv::Mat > &

Image_dist);
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void getDistOrder(std::vector <float > &Member , size_t n_file , cv::Mat &order_mat);

void getCandiCloud(cv::Mat &order , float vari_thershold , std::vector <cv::Mat_ <cv::Vec3f >::

iterator > &Pt_img , cv::Mat_ <cv::Vec3f >:: iterator img_out);

#endif

#include <sys/types.h>

#include <dirent.h>

#include <string >

#include <vector >

#include <algorithm >

#include <math.h>

#include <opencv2/opencv.hpp >

size_t searchVecElemNum( size_t i, size_t j, size_t n_file)

{

return j-1+i*(n_file -1)-i*(i+1)/2;

}

void valueOrder( std::vector <float > &source , std::vector <int > &image_order )

{

std::vector <float > temporary (1,INFINITY);

int accumulator =0;

for(std::vector <float >:: size_type src_num =0; src_num != source.size(); ++ src_num )

{

std::vector <int >:: iterator iter_ord=image_order.begin();

for(std::vector <float >:: iterator iter_tem=temporary.begin();iter_tem != temporary.end

();++ iter_tem)

{

if(source[src_num ]>=* iter_tem)

++ iter_ord;

else

{

temporary.insert(iter_tem ,source[src_num ]);

break;

}

}

image_order.insert(iter_ord ,accumulator);

++ accumulator;

}

}

float calculateVari(cv::Mat &matchan3)

{

cv::Mat matrix;

matchan3.copyTo(matrix);
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float px_num = matrix.rows;

cv:: Scalar mean = cv::mean(matrix);

matrix -= mean;

cv::pow(matrix ,2,matrix);

cv:: Scalar somme = cv::sum(matrix);

float all = somme [0]+ somme [1]+ somme [2];

all /= px_num;

return sqrt(all);

}

/**

* @brief find the median of a cloud of RGB vectors

* @param cloud , Mat::CV_32FC3 , a column of RGB vectors of the best cloud

* @param img_out , Mat_ <Vec3f >:: iterator , save the median RGB vector of the cloud

* @return none

*/

void findMedian(cv::Mat &cloud ,cv::Mat_ <cv::Vec3f >:: iterator img_out )

{

float dist_min = INFINITY;

for (int i=0; i!= cloud.rows; ++i)

{

cv::Mat member;

cloud.copyTo(member);

cv::Mat center(member.rows ,1,CV_32FC3 ,cv:: Scalar(member.at <cv::Vec3f >(i,0)[0],

member.at <cv::Vec3f >(i,0)[1], member.at <cv::Vec3f >(i,0) [2]));

member -= center;

cv::pow(member ,2,member);

std::vector < cv::Mat > channel (3);

cv::split(member ,channel);

cv::Mat somme = channel [0]+ channel [1]+ channel [2];

cv::pow(somme ,0.5, somme);

cv:: Scalar dist = cv::sum(somme);

if (dist[0]< dist_min)

{

dist_min = dist [0];

*img_out = cloud.at <cv::Vec3f >(i,0);

}

}

}

/**

* @brief read several image files in a folder , save them into a vector of Mat

* @param Folder_name , char *, image folder

* @param Input_Image , vector of Mat:: CV_32FC3

* @return number of files
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*/

size_t ReadImagesFromFolder( char *folder_name , std::vector <cv::Mat > &Input_Image)

{

DIR* folder_dir = opendir(folder_name);

struct dirent* file_info;

while( (file_info = readdir(folder_dir)) != NULL )

{

if( strcmp(file_info ->d_name ,".") !=0 && strcmp(file_info ->d_name ,"..") !=0 )

{

std:: string whole_dir = folder_name;

whole_dir = whole_dir +"/"+ file_info ->d_name;

cv::Mat Image = cv:: imread(whole_dir);

Image.convertTo(Image ,CV_32FC3);

cv::Mat border_mask;

cv:: inRange(Image ,cv:: Scalar (255 ,255 ,255),cv:: Scalar (255 ,255 ,255),border_mask);

Image.setTo(cv:: Scalar(NAN ,NAN ,NAN),border_mask);

Input_Image.push_back(Image);

}

}

closedir(folder_dir);

return Input_Image.size();

}

/**

* @brief calculate matrix of euclidean distance between RGB vectors at the same position

of two images

* @param Image , vector of Mat::CV_32FC3 , Input images , already defined

* @param n_file , unsigned , number of images

* @param Image_dist , vector of Mat::CV_32FC1 , matrix of euclidean distance , defined here

such matrix between

* image i and image j (i<j) is saved at position j-1+i*(n_file -1)-i*(i+1) /2. the search of

position in

* Image_dist is achieved by searchVecElemNum in detail_preparation.cpp

* @return none

*/

void PixelDistance( std::vector <cv::Mat > &Image , size_t n_file , std::vector <cv::Mat > &

Image_dist )

{

for(size_t i=0; i<n_file -1; ++i)

{

for(size_t j=i+1; j<n_file; ++j)

{

std::vector <cv::Mat > Image_channel;

cv::Mat image_diff = Image[i]-Image[j];

cv::pow(image_diff ,2, image_diff);

cv:: split(image_diff ,Image_channel);
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cv::Mat dist_ij = Image_channel [0]+ Image_channel [1]+ Image_channel [2];

cv::pow(dist_ij ,0.5, dist_ij);

Image_dist.push_back(dist_ij);

}

}

}

/**

* @brief sort the distance of vector of images to the vector of a certain image , save

orderly

* the image numbers as a row of matrix

* @param Member , vector of float , euclidean distance of two RGB vectors of every two

images at a certain pixel

* position

* @param n_file , unsigned , number of images

* @param order_mat , n_file*n_file Mat of CV_32FC1 , map of distance order whose row save

the image numbers on

* ascending order , already defined

* @return none

*/

void getDistOrder( std::vector <float > &Member , size_t n_file , cv::Mat &order_mat )

{

for(size_t i=0; i<n_file; ++i)

{

/* pixel distances to pixel i */

std::vector <float > dist_to_i;

for(size_t j=0; j<n_file; ++j)

{

if(j==i)

dist_to_i.push_back (0);

else if(i<j)

dist_to_i.push_back(Member[ searchVecElemNum(i,j,n_file) ]);

else

dist_to_i.push_back(Member[ searchVecElemNum(j,i,n_file) ]);

}

/* sort members in ascending order , return a map of image numbers */

std::vector <int > vec_order;

valueOrder( dist_to_i , vec_order );

for (size_t k=0; k<n_file; ++k)

order_mat.at<float >(i,k)=vec_order[k];

}

}

/**

* @brief get one or several clouds of RGB vectors sharing the similar values. for each

cloud of pixels , save

* the number of their belonging images as a vector
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* @param order , Mat::CV_32FC1 , map of pixel distances

* @param storage_cloud , vector of float vector , save image numbers of each cloud

* @return none

*/

void getCandiCloud( cv::Mat &order , float vari_thershold , std::vector <cv::Mat_ <cv::Vec3f >::

iterator > &Pt_img , cv::Mat_ <cv::Vec3f >:: iterator img_out )

{

const size_t size_mini (2), size_maxi(order.rows);

std::vector < std::vector <float > > storage_cloud;

/* increase the size of cloud by iteration */

for (size_t size_current=size_mini; size_current <= size_maxi; ++ size_current)

{

std::vector < std::vector <float > > actual_cloud;

/* select each time a pixel to find possible dense cloud */

for (size_t center =0; center != size_maxi; ++ center)

{

/* select the members most approche to the center */

cv::Mat center_mat;

order(cv::Rect(0,center ,size_current ,1)).copyTo(center_mat);

std::set <float > center_set(center_mat.begin <float >(),center_mat.end <float >());

/* initialize the first member set as center set */

std::set <float > member_set1(center_set.begin (),center_set.end());

/* calculate the intersection of two member sets */

bool isFinish = 0;

for (size_t mem_num =1; mem_num != size_current ;++ mem_num)

{

size_t row_num = center_mat.at<float >(0, mem_num);

cv::Mat member_mat;

order(cv::Rect(0,row_num ,size_current ,1)).copyTo(member_mat);

std::set <float > member_set2(member_mat.begin <float >(),member_mat.end <float

>());

std::set <float > intersect;

std:: set_intersection(member_set1.begin(), member_set1.end(), member_set2.

begin(), member_set2.end(), inserter(intersect , intersect.begin ()));

/* analyze the result , prepare for the next iteration */

if(intersect.size()!= size_current)

break;

else

{

member_set1.clear ();

member_set1.insert(intersect.begin (),intersect.end());

}
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/* ensure the iteration has been accomplished */

if ( mem_num ==( size_current -1) )

isFinish = 1;

}

/* save a candidate result */

if (isFinish)

{

std::vector <float > candidate_cloud;

candidate_cloud.insert(candidate_cloud.begin(),member_set1.begin(),

member_set1.end());

std::vector < std::vector <float > >::iterator repetation = std::find(

actual_cloud.begin (),actual_cloud.end(),candidate_cloud);

if (repetation == actual_cloud.end())

actual_cloud.push_back(candidate_cloud);

}

}

/* examine the number clouds in storage */

size_t cloud_size = actual_cloud.size();

if (cloud_size >1) // >1:continue searching; update storage

{

storage_cloud.clear ();

storage_cloud = actual_cloud;

}

else if(cloud_size ==1) // 1: maybe find target cloud; examine variance

{

cv::Mat single_cloud(size_current ,1,CV_32FC3);

for(size_t candi_num =0; candi_num != size_current; ++ candi_num)

{

size_t img_num = (actual_cloud [0])[candi_num ];

single_cloud.at <cv::Vec3f >(candi_num ,0) = *( Pt_img[img_num ]);

}

float vari = calculateVari(single_cloud);

if(vari <vari_thershold || size_current ==2)

{

findMedian(single_cloud ,img_out);

break;

}

else

cloud_size = 0;

}

if (cloud_size ==0) // 0: select a cloud among previous result

{

/* search the values of pixels in different clouds */

cv::Mat cloud_vari_mini;
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float vari_mini(INFINITY);

size_t size_previous = size_current -1;

for(size_t cloud_num =0; cloud_num != storage_cloud.size(); ++ cloud_num)

{

cv::Mat single_cloud(size_previous ,1,CV_32FC3);

for(size_t ele_num =0; ele_num != size_previous; ++ ele_num)

{

size_t img_num = (storage_cloud[cloud_num ])[ele_num ];

single_cloud.at<cv::Vec3f >(ele_num ,0) = *( Pt_img[img_num ]);

}

float vari = calculateVari(single_cloud);

if(vari <vari_mini)

{

vari_mini = vari;

cloud_vari_mini = cv::Mat();

single_cloud.copyTo(cloud_vari_mini);

}

}

findMedian(cloud_vari_mini ,img_out);

break;

}

}

}

Jitter blur correction (main.cpp)

#include <opencv2/opencv.hpp >

#include "opencv2/nonfree/nonfree.hpp"

#include <vector >

#include <sys/types.h>

#include <dirent.h>

#include <stdlib.h>

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

/// jitter blur corrector: replace the fusion area by patches in aligned images

/// @argv [1], directory of aligned image folder

/// @argv [2], name of the fusion image

/// @argv [3], sigma of Gaussian distribution

/// @argv [4], threshold of color distances

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

int main(int , char *argv [])

{

int sigma = atoi(argv [3]);

int wsize = sigma *4+1; // gaussian window size

float thresh = atof(argv [4]);

// read in images
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cv::Mat fusion = cv:: imread(argv [2]);

fusion.convertTo(fusion ,CV_32FC3);

cv::Mat fusion_blur;

cv:: GaussianBlur(fusion ,fusion_blur ,cv::Size(wsize ,wsize),sigma ,sigma ,cv::

BORDER_REFLECT);

std::vector <cv::Mat > aligned;

DIR* folder_dir = opendir(argv [1]);

struct dirent* file_info;

std::vector <cv::Mat > similar; //’difference ’ is marked as 0, ’similarity ’ is marked as

1.

while( (file_info = readdir(folder_dir)) != NULL )

{

if( strcmp(file_info ->d_name ,".") !=0 && strcmp(file_info ->d_name ,"..") !=0 )

{

std:: string dir_whole = argv [1];

dir_whole = dir_whole +"/"+ file_info ->d_name;

cv::Mat img_ori = cv:: imread(dir_whole);

img_ori.convertTo(img_ori ,CV_32FC3);

aligned.push_back(img_ori);

//**-- Step1: blur images --**//

cv::Mat img_blur;

cv:: GaussianBlur(img_ori ,img_blur ,cv::Size(wsize ,wsize),sigma ,sigma ,cv::

BORDER_REFLECT);

//**-- Step2: create distance cards --**//

cv::Mat vdist = img_blur -fusion_blur;

cv::pow(vdist ,2,vdist);

std::vector < cv::Mat > cdist (3);

cv:: split(vdist ,cdist);

cv::Mat ndist = cdist [0]+ cdist [1]+ cdist [2];

cv::pow(ndist ,0.5, ndist);

ndist.setTo(-1,ndist >= thresh);

ndist.setTo(0,ndist !=-1);

ndist = ndist +1;

similar.push_back(ndist);

}

}

cv::Mat index = cv::Mat::ones(aligned.size() ,1,CV_32FC1); //0: the image has been used

cv::Mat left = cv::Mat::ones(fusion.size(),CV_32FC1);//1: area left to be corrected

cv::Mat result(fusion.size(),CV_32FC3 ,cv:: Scalar (0,0,0));

std::vector < cv::Mat > cresult (3);

cv:: split(result ,cresult);

while( cv::sum(index)[0]!=0 && cv::sum(left)[0]!=0 )

{

//**-- Step3: find candidate aligned image --**//
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int max_area = 0, best_choice = -1;

for(int i=0; i!= similar.size(); ++i)

{

if( index.at <float >(i,0)==0 )

continue;

int actual_area = cv::sum(similar[i].mul(left))[0];

if( actual_area >max_area )

{

max_area = actual_area;

best_choice = i;

}

}

//**-- Step4: fill in the final image --**//

cv::Mat mask = similar[best_choice ].mul(left);

std::vector < cv::Mat > caligned (3);

cv::split(aligned[best_choice],caligned);

cresult [0] = cresult [0]+ caligned [0]. mul(mask);

cresult [1] = cresult [1]+ caligned [1]. mul(mask);

cresult [2] = cresult [2]+ caligned [2]. mul(mask);

//**-- Step5: update index and area left to be corrected --**//

index.at <float >( best_choice ,0) = 0;

left = left.mul(1-mask);

}

cv:: merge(cresult ,result);

result.convertTo(result ,CV_8UC3);

cv:: imshow( "result", result );

cv:: waitKey (0);

return 0;

}
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